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(ABSTRACT) 

This dissertation is a collection of essays on bids and offer matching in a labor market 

for new entrants to white-collar jobs. The papers compare some of the different institutions for 

determining wages and conducting the hiring process in the market for new entrants to white- 

collar jobs. 

The first essay analyzes how does a firm announce and commit to a wage prior to 

deriving specific information about applicants’ productivity and the consequences of following 

this hiring process. In the model there are two firms and at least as many applicants as the 

number of firms. All applicants apply simultaneously to both firms in response to the job 

advertisement which also mentions a wage. Each firm derives the firm-specific productivity of 

the applicants from their applications which is private information to each firm. None of the 

applicants have any information about the firms’ evaluation. There are four pure strategy Nash 

Equilibria in wage announcements. Both firms announce a high wage, both firms announce a 

low wage, both firms announce a high or a low wage, and one firm announces a high wage and 

the other firm announces a low wage. In the latter case there also exists a unique mixed strategy 

equilibrium reflecting a firm’s uncertainty about the choice of the other firm. In equilibrium one 

or both firms may not hire and the equilibrium may not exhibit. wage dispersion.



The second essay analyzes the question; which is better, to announce and commit to a 

particular wage prior to deriving specific information about applicants’ productivity or to offer 

wages privately after deriving the firm-specific productivity. The equilibrium policy, to be 

followed by the firms in the first place, is determined endogenously by comparing the ex ante 

expected profits associated with the equilibria under the different policies. Lack of prior 

information and the uncertainty about the possible match results in “offer wages privately” as 

always an equilibrium policy. However, if a low wage is the equilibrium strategy under all the 

policies, then “any pair of policies” is an equilibrium. This justifies one of the circumstances in 

which different policies might coexist. In equilibrium a firm’s position is always filled and the 

equilibrium outcome may not exhibit wage dispersion. 

The third essay analyses the question, if “announcing a wage” is the strategy rule to be 

followed by the firms, then what should be the equilibrium timing of wage announcement, 

before or after receiving specific information about applicants’ productivity. Two policies are 

compared. Under the first policy a firm announces and commits to a particular wage prior to 

deriving the match-specific productivity. Under the second policy a firm solicits applications, 

derives the firm-specific productivity, and then announces and commits to a wage. The 

equilibrium timing of wage, to be followed by the firms in the first place, is determined 

endogenously by comparing the ex ante expected profits associated with the equilibrium strategy 

under the different timings. It turns out that announcing and committing to a particular wage 

after deriving specific information is always an equilibrium timing because of the informational 

advantage. However, if a low wage is the equilibrium strategy under all the policies then any 

pair of policies is an equilibrium. In equilibrium one of the firm’s position may remain unfilled. 

The equilibrium outcome may not exhibit wage dispersion.
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Chapter 1 

Theories of Wage Differentials 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The essential features of a perfectly competitive labor market is that workers who accept 

jobs should receive compensation equal to their opportunity cost. Firms pay a wage that is just 

sufficient to attract workers of the quality they need. Under the competitive framework firms 

can effortlessly find workers seeking employment and vice versa, since labor is fully mobile. 

However, reality is quite different from this competitive paradigm. Observers of the 

labor market have long noted that large, systematic wage differences exist among industries. 

This is even true for workers who have similar observed characteristics and work in the same 

well-defined job classification. 

Slichter’s (1950) examination of the average hourly earnings of skilled and unskilled 

male workers in manufacturing between 1923 and 1946 revealed persistent industry wage 

differences over time. The pattern of these industry wage differences was similar for skilled and 

unskilled workers. Slichter also found that the average wage for unskilled workers was positively 

correlated with industry value added per worker and the profit margins. 

Slichter along with many other researchers in this period - Reynolds (1951), Dunlop 

(1957) - concluded that differences in labor quality and liberal wage policies lead to 

interindustry wage differences. Several recent studies, discussed later, have also shown persistent 

industry wage differences even after controlling for a variety of worker quality and job 

characteristics.



From the search-theoretic point of view, it is often observed that there is a coordination 

problem in the labor market between firms and workers seeking employment. This coordination 

problem causes difficulty in forming matches. While some workers find jobs rapidly, others 

might have to spend more time before receiving an offer. Lang (1991) and Montgomery (1991) 

have given a search-theoretic explanation of industry wage differentials. 

Theories on wage differentials can be broadly divided into three categories. Market 

clearing explanation includes unobserved ability differences and compensating wage differentials. 

Non-market clearing explanation postulates a variety of efficiency wage models. The most recent 

one is the search -theoretic explanation which focuses on the problem of coordination in the 

labor market and how it leads to industry wage differentials. 

Il. MARKET CLEARING EXPLANATIONS OF WAGE DIFFERENTIALS 

The market clearing model offers two types of explanations for persistent interindustry 

wage differentials. These differentials may compensate for nonpecuniary differences in job 

characteristics or they may reflect differences in unmeasured labor quality. The theory of 

compensating wage differentials was originally conceived by Adam Smith. 

Robert Smith (1979) summarized the concept of compensating wage differentials in the 

context of hedonic price theory. He exclusively focused on the tradeoff between wages and 

disagreeable job characteristics. A job can be characterized as consisting of numerous dimensions 

- pace of work, probability of injury, unpleasantness of tasks, and so on - which are elements of 

both the demand and supply functions relevant to the job. When a worker is hired, employer 

and employee agree to a single wage rate. This single wage rate embodies a series of implicit 

prices at which each of the job characteristics are traded. These prices are called the



compensating wage differentials. 

Assume that all the job characteristics are traded at their market clearing value except 

risk of injury, whose value needs to be determined. To maintain a given level of profit, firms will 

reduce risk if they can simultaneously reduce the wage. So the firms’ isoprofit curves are concave 

from below, reflecting the fact that greater safety is provided at increasing wage reductions. 

Firms differ in terms of technologies, products, and factor prices, but they compete in the same 

labor market. So the cost at the margin to achieve a given level of safety differs across firms. 

The envelope of the wage-risk offer curves of the different firms is the “market clearing implicit 

price” curve. 

For higher risk of injury, workers need to be compensated at an increasing rate. So their 

indifference curves are convex from the bottom. Workers vary in their taste for job safety. Each 

worker maximizes his utility at the point where the indifference curve is tangent to the implicit 

price curve. Workers who value safety highly tend to accept jobs with firms that can offer it 

cheaply. 

Numerous studies - Gordon (1973), Smith (1973), Thaler and Rosen (1975) - have 

shown that risk of injury or death or both have a significant positive effect on wage differentials. 

Results with respect to the risk of injury is not quite clear. Death rates by industry have a larger 

wage-risk tradeoff than death rates by occupation. Such differences arise because it might be 

possible that safe occupations in dangerous industries get paid more than equally safe 

occupations in safe industries. Studies attempting to test the theory of compensating wage 

differentials using job characteristics other than risk of injury have provided very little predictive 

power of the theory. 

Katz and Summers (1989) in an attempt to test the effect of unmeasured labor quality 

on wage differentials found that most of the effect come from adding controls for occupation, 

region, and sex. Further proxies like education and experience reduce the wage differential. Katz



and Summers argued that high-wage-premium industries do not disproportionately employ 

highly educated or experienced workers sufficiently to significantly affect industry wage 

differentials. 

Murphy and Topel (1987) concluded that unobserved ability accounts for the bulk of the 

industry wage differentials. But when sorting across industries is applied rather than sorting 

across both occupations and industries, the results are less favorable to the unobservable ability 

hypothesis. The same is true when education is taken as the sorting variable. 

Tl. NON-MARKET CLEARING EXPLANATIONS OF WAGE DIFFERENTIALS 

Competitive theory of labor market predicts that job attributes which do not directly 

affect the utility of workers should not affect the level of wages. Alternative theories that predict 

linkages between job attributes and wages has the property that at least some firms must be 

paying more than the market wage for the type they attract. This behavior can be rationalized 

only by assuming that some firms do not maximize profit or that some firms maximize profit by 

increasing wages above the market rate. The latter rationale is the defining characteristic of 

efficiency wage theories. There are four efficiency wage theories. 

The labor turnover model - Salop (1979) - postulates that, if labor turnover is a 

decreasing function of wages, there may be an incentive to raise wages to minimize turnover 

costs of the firms. The shirking model - Shapiro and Stiligtz (1984) - predicts that increasing 

wages, increases workers’ effort level. By raising wages the cost of losing a job increases and 

thereby encourage good performance. The fair wage model - Akerloff (1982), Akerloff and Yellen 

(1988) - says that workers’ feeling of loyalty to their firm increases with the extent to which the 

firm shares its profit with them. This has a direct effect on productivity. The adverse selection



model - Weiss (1980, 1990) - is based on selection rather than incentive efforts. Firms which pay 

higher wages attract a higher quality pool of applicants. If quality is not directly observable, this 

will be desirable. 

If firms differ in their ability to bear turnover cost, to monitor or to measure labor 

quality, either because of differences in management capacity or because of differences in the 

technology of production, then the optimal wage to pay will vary. Thus efficiency wage models 

can explain why firm attributes that do not directly affect workers’ utility affect wage rates. 

Dickens and Katz (1987a, b) and Krueger and Summers (1987, 1988) have provided a 

wide body of empirical evidences regarding the existence of wage differentials. They have shown 

that industry attributes like profitability and capital-labor ratio are positively correlated with 

these differentials. 

In a recent interview survey, Blinder and Choi (1990), interviewed 19 managers with 

respect to different theories of wage stickiness. Four of the questions were framed in tune with 

the four models of efficiency wage hypothesis. The labor turnover, shirking, and fair wage wage 

postulates received a positive response but all the managers negated the adverse selection 

hypothesis. 

IV. SEARCH THEORETIC EXPLANATION OF WAGE DIFFERENTIALS 

Lang (1991) and Montgomery (1991) suggested that search theory may provide a more 

complete explanation of wage differentials. Though the generic “efficiency wage hypothesis” 

provides an explanation of interindustry wage differentials, different stylized facts seem to be 

better explained by different versions. The correlation between profitability and wage



differentials fits well with the fair wage model of efficiency wage hypothesis. The correlation 

between the average capital-labor ratio and wage differentials fits well with the monitoring 

model; shirking becomes a bigger problem in firms using expensive machinery. Also, the 

efficiency wage models ignore the large wage dispersion within narrowly defined industries. 

Groshen (1987, 1988) and Leonard (1988) provide evidence of significant intraindustry wage 

dispersion. 

The basic argument in Lang’s paper is: if it is difficulty for firms and workers to form a 

match, then announcing a high wage in advance will increase the probability of filling a 

vacancy. Otherwise, the expensive machinery of highly profitable firms or firms with high 

capital-labor ratio would sit idle. Lang’s model had the following structure. Firms differ in terms 

of their value of vacancy. Firms simultaneously announce a job opening and a wage in advance. 

Workers who are assumed to be of equal productivity can apply simultaneously to more than 

one firm. There will be wage dispersion in equilibrium, and some workers will randomly fail to 

receive any wage offers, provided that workers apply to at least two firms. The wage dispersion 

in equilibrium arises because of differences in the value of vacancy. Montgomery considered a 

similar situation but with stochastic applications. The results are the same. Lang and 

Montgomery argued that announcing a high wage in advance will reduce the probability of a 

firm’s position remaining vacant because workers with better opportunities will not apply. 

V. PREVIEW OF MY ESSAYS 

During the course of the survey, I have outlined the development of the different 

theories of wage differentials. In my dissertation I have considered a labor market for new 

entrants to white-collar jobs. White-collar labor market is characterized by the fact that an



applicant can apply simultaneously to different firms and can also have more than one offer at 

the same time. New entrants to white-collar jobs do not have any information about their 

possible productivity in a firm at the time they are applying. Firms do not have any a priori 

information about the applicants’ productivity but derive it from their applications. As aptly 

said by Mortensen (1986) - “Many relevant characteristics of a job-worker match cannot be 

observed without error but must be experienced. These experiences as they occur provide 

information about the expected future quality of a specific job-worker match relative to the set 

of alternatives. This process of learning about jobs and occupations as a means of finding a 

satisfactory place in the work world has long been thought an explanation for high turnover 

rates among young workers”. 

Given this lack of information, and taking into account match-specific productivity, in 

chapter 2 of my dissertation I have analyzed the consequences of announcing and committing to 

a wage in advance. The equilibrium wage to be announced depends on the constellation of 

parametric values. While the theories of wage differentials predict that workers with equal 

productivity receive different wages, two important equilibrium outcomes in this chapter are, 

workers with different productivities might receive the same wage, and workers with different 

productivities might receive different wages. Also, it is possible that workers with the same 

productivity receive different wages, and announcing a wage a priori might leave one or both 

firms’ positions vacant. 

In chapter 3, I have addressed the question whether it is better, to announce a wage a 

priori or to offer wages privately after deriving information about applicants’ productivity. The 

latter scheme gives the firms the flexibility to alter their offers in the face of a rejection. The 

uncertainty associated with a firm’s position getting filled when wages are announced a priori 

leads to offer wages privately as always an optimal policy. 

In chapter 4, I have raised the question about the timing of wage announcement.



Whether firms should announce and commit to a wage prior to or after deriving specific 

information about applicants’ productivity. The risk of a firm’s position remaining vacant is 

reduced when a wage is announced after deriving information about applicants’ productivity, 

and hence, turns out to be the optimal timing of wage announcement. In equilibrium a firm’s 

position might remain vacant. 
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Chapter 2 

Bids in a Labor Market With Ex Ante Unobservable Productivity 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An advertisement published in one of the leading dailies in India read: Applications 

invited from young graduates, in the age group of 21 to 25 years, in any discipline for the post 

of Trainee Sales Executive. Lack of experience will not be a limiting factor. The pay package is 

Rs. 2500.00 per month. 

There are a wide variety of institutions for determining wages and conducting the hiring 

process in the market for new entrants to white-collar jobs. The advertisement indicates that in 

some cases firms announce and commit themselves to a particular wage along with the 

announcement of a job opening. This paper analyzes how a firm selects a wage, and announces 

and commits to it before receiving specific information about its applicants’ productivity, and 

the consequences of adopting such a hiring procedure. New entrants to white-collar jobs, say, 

trainee sales executives, may not know their suitability to a particular type of job, job 

satisfaction in a particular firm, and various other match-specific elements. In short, such an 

applicant may not know his possible productivity in a firm before he starts working. Firms also 

may not have prior information about an applicant’s firm-specific productivity. I offer the 

following story. 

The labor market consists of two firms - each having one job opening - and at least as many 

applicants. All applicants are new comers to white-collar jobs, like fresh college graduates, whose 

firm-specific productivities might differ across firms. Both firms simultaneously and costlessly 

11



announce a wage along with the announcement of a job opening, in a newspaper. All applicants apply 

simultaneously to both the firms because they do not know their productivity in a firm and it is 

practically costless to apply - which might only include a letter of application and a resume. From the 

applications (and the interview), a firm derives specific information about the applicants’ productivity 

which is private information. Each firm then makes at most one job-offer which depends on the wage 

it has announced. An applicant receiving one offer accepts it because he is not sure of getting any 

further offers. An applicant receiving offers from both firms accepts the highest one or randomly 

chooses one if both firms have announced the same wage. The rejected firm may or may not make 

any more offers. 

As observed by Lang (1991), realistically, in white-collar jobs there is often a delay 

between the announcement of a job opening and the selection of an employee. This delay makes 

it possible for applicants to apply for a number of jobs simultaneously. Also, there is some time 

gap between the receipt of an offer and its acceptance by an applicant. During that time period, 

an applicant might receive a better offer and hence, reject the first one. This justifies the 

consideration of simultaneous job offers by firms. Both the firms and the applicants search 

nonsequentially (Wilde, 1977; Morgan and Manning, 1985), but in contrast to Wilde’s model, 

where the firms play a passive role, here the applicants play a passive role. 

There are four pure strategy combinations in wage announcements and depending on 

the parameter values two kinds of equilibria can result. In symmetric equilibria both firms 

announce a high wage or both firms announce a low wage. In asymmetric equilibria one firm 

announces a high wage and the other firm announces a low wage. In the case of symmetric 

equilibria each firm selects a low wage which is the payoff dominant strategy. However, in the 

case of asymmetric equilibria, there also exists a mixed strategy equilibrium. Since firms are 

advertising simultaneously, a firm may not know which other firm might advertise in the same 

newspaper. This lack of information does not matter if either a high or a low wage turns out to 
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be the dominant strategy. But the lack of information leads to the problem of coordination in 

the case of asymmetric equilibria in which case a firm needs to have some belief about the 

behavior of the other firm and this is reflected by the mixed strategy equilibrium (Harsanyi, 

1973). The results depend on the relationship between the different parameters. 

The uncertainty about hiring a high productivity applicant disappears if the number of 

applicants is large compared to the number of vacancies, in which case announcing a low wage is 

the dominant strategy. On the contrary, competition between the firms increases as the 

difference between the number of applicants and the vacancies diminishes and we can get the 

above mentioned results depending on the relationship between the different parameters. 

Questions about firms’ strategy to announce a wage in advance has been addressed by 

Lang (1991), Montgomery (1991), and Weitzman (1989). Lang and Montgomery analyzed this 

strategy, for white-collar jobs, to provide a search-theoretic explanation of interindustry and 

intraindustry wage differentials as an alternative to the efficiency wage hypothesis. Interindustry 

and intraindustry wage differentials are positively correlated with industry attributes like 

profitability and capital-labor ratio (Dickens and Katz, 1987; Krueger and Summers, 1987, 1988; 

Murphy and Topel, 1987). 

The only equilibrium in a sequential search model (Stiglitz, 1979) involving search cost, 

in which workers receive one “take-it-or-leave-it” offer, is one of no search and no positions 

filled. Lang and Montgomery suggested that the strategy to announce a wage in advance, in a 

labor market where both firms and workers are searching nonsequentially, will reduce the 

probability of a firm’s position remaining vacant because workers with better opportunities will 

not apply. They argued, that given coordination problems in the labor market, firms with higher 

opportunity cost of vacancy will pay higher wages to avoid expensive machineries remaining 

idle. In their models workers were assumed to have the same productivity but valuation of 

vacancies differed across firms and this resulted in persistent wage dispersion in equilibrium. 
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Weitzman showed that announcing and committing to a wage, which reflects wages being sticky 

in the short-run, leads to wage dispersion and job market segmentation. In Black and 

Loewenstein (1992) equilibrium variation in wages occurs due to variations in match-specific 

productivity. 

In my paper, which describes a white-collar labor market for new entrants with sticky 

wages in the sense that firms a priori announce and commit to a wage, the equilibrium outcomes 

are more general. One or both the firms may not hire in equilibrium. Applicants with the same 

productivity might receive different wages, applicants with different productivities might receive 

the same wage, or applicants with different productivities might receive different wages. Thus 

the equilibrium outcome may but need not exhibit wage differential. 

The paper is arranged as follows. In section II, I describe the model. In section III, I 

analyze the reduced game beginning after the post-application period. In section IV, I deduce the 

subgame perfect equilibria of the reduced game and discuss their implications in section V. 

I. THE MODEL 

I assume that there are n applicants, ay (b=1, 2,..., n) and two firms F, and F,. The 

number of applicants is at least as large as the number of firms (n> 2). All applicants are 

newcomers to the white-collar labor force. For example, all applicants are college graduates with 

no prior work experience and are searching for jobs. Each firm has only one vacancy. 

All applicants and firms know that an applicant can be of high productivity (H) or of 

low productivity (L) in a firm and these are firm-specific productivities. Productivity of an 

applicant in a firm is independent of his productivity in the other firm. So there are three 
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possibilities: an applicant may be of H-productivity in both firms, an applicant may be of H- 

productivity in one firm and of L-productivity in the other, or an applicant may be of L- 

productivity in both firms. There is heterogeneity in the model in terms of the firm-specific 

productivities of the applicants in the two firms. 

All applicants and firms also know that there are two wages, a high wage (w,,) and a 

low wage (4), from which a firm chooses and announces. Let W={u, 4}. I assume H > L, 

Wy, > Wj, wy > L,H-w>H-w, > L-w > 0. The last string of inequalities imply that a 

firm gets maximum profit if it hires an H-productivity applicant by announcing uw. Also, it is 

weakly more profitable to announce uw), and hire an H-productivity applicant than to announce 

w, and hire an L-productivity applicant. The inequality w, > L implies that if a firm announces 

w, it will hire, if any, only an H-productivity applicant. 

Hiring by a firm depends on the wage announced by both the firms, productivity of the 

applicants in both the firms, and the recipients of the firms’ job offer. The hiring process can be 

described as an extensive form game consisting of the following stages. 

Stage QO: Let Xb be a family of independent random variables (b=1,2,....n; i=1,2) where Xp 

assumes value H and L each with probability 4. There are S-(2) = 2" possible combinations of 

the firm-specific productivities of the n applicants in a fin, where (2) means that q out of n 

applicants are of H-productivity in a firm. There are 27" possible combinations of the firm- 

specific productivities of the n applicants in the two firms. Each firm knows this distribution ex 

ante. Let T' = {H, L}" be the set of all possible types of firm F; (i=1,2), ie., a type is a list of 

the firm-specific productivities, one for each applicant. T! has 2" elements which we label ti (j = 

1,2,..,2") such that (a) - (c) hold. 

(a) Ti, = {t*| j=l,..,2"-n-1} be the set of types of F. having at least two H-productivity 

applicants. This set has 2" - n - 1 elements. 
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b) Ti, = {t* j=2"-n,..,2"-1} be the set of types of F. having exactly one H-productivity 
lh j 1 g 

applicant. This set has n elements. 

(c) T} = {tin} is a singleton with thn = (L, L....., L). 

Stage 1: In this stage the firms, simultaneously, announce and commit to a wage a; € A; = W 

(i=1,2), along with the announcement of a job opening. 

Stage 2: In response to the advertisement in stage 1, all applicants apply simultaneously to both 

firms. I assume that there is no transaction cost to applying, hence, applying to both firms is the 

dominant strategy. From the applications each firm derives the firm-specific productivities of 

the applicants, i.e., each firm knows its own type which is private information. In this stage Xi 

is realized. Let Xji be the realized value of Xj;- An applicant has no information about the firms’ 

evaluation. 

Stage 3: In this stage both firms make their job offers simultaneously. Each firm can make at 

most one job offer. A firm having q H-productivity applicants (q=1,2...,.n) makes an offer to 

each with probability 4. A firm has no information about the recipient of the job offer of the 

other firm. An applicant receiving offers from both firms accepts the highest offer. If both firms 

have announced the same wage then the applicant accepts each offer with probability ‘. An 

applicant receiving only one offer accepts it because he has no information about the firms’ 

evaluation and hence is not sure of getting any further offers. 

Stage 4: This stage regards the behavior of a rejected firm, if any, in stage 3. A rejected firm 

may or may not make an offer in this stage. This depends on the wage announced by that firm 

and the productivity of the remaining applicants. 
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I define the following variables; ws L- Wh, wo s= H - w,, and w := w, - w,. Without 

loss of generality this model also holds if the firms announce a wage range, as long as the wage 

range either belongs to the high or low wage intervals which are nonoverlapping. For simplicity 

I have assumed that the firms announce a specific wage. Let us determine the equilibrium wage 

announced by the firms and its consequences on the firms’ recruitment. I only consider the 

subgame perfect equilibria of the game in extensive form. 

IW. THE REDUCED GAME 

At the pre-application stage, the firms F, and F, make simultaneous wage 

announcements, (a1, @2), where a; € A; = W (i=1,2). For each (a@,, a2) € Aj x Ag, let G(a,, a2) 

denote the subgame beginning immediately after the announcements a, and a, have been made. 

It turns out that each of the subgames G(a,, a) has unique subgame perfect equilibrium 

payoffs 1;(a,, a2) for each firm F,; (i=1,2). Given the knowledge of these payoffs and the 

underlying equilibria, the analysis of the entire game amounts to the analysis of the reduced 

game in normal form: 

T= ({F1, Fa}; Aqs Agr ® ys ¥9)- 

The ex ante expected profits 7,(a,, @,) and 7,(a@,, @,) are calculated by the process of 

backward induction. Let Pi(a;, a, |t4, t”) be the conditional probability that a firm F; hires an 

H-productivity applicant, if (a;, a,,) are the wages announced by the firms given their types (i, 

m = 1, 2; i#m). Now F,, can be any one of the types with equal probability or So the 

conditional probability that F; hires an H-productivity for each ti € {T3, U Ti,} is 

gn 

P4(a%, O,|t*) = ra os iQ Oy Ith, te). 

=1 
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A firm F. can have at least two H-productivity applicants in XG ) = 2" -n- 1 possible ways 
q=2 

and it can have exactly one H-productivity applicant in n possible ways. 

So the probability that a firm F; hires an H-productivity applicant, if (a;, a,,) are the 

wages announced by the firms is 

Hoo —2BAT (Trip alt) +B DBS Ploy emt) 
tieTi, k=l tie Ti, k=l 

The probability that F; hires an L-productivity applicant, if at all, is 

Pi(aj, O,) = Pie Oy] tg) + (1 - Pip (ois ml Tia): 

So the ex ante expected profit of a firm F; (i=1, 2) is: 

(04) Oy) = (H - 0%) x Pi,(a;, aq) + (L - 0%) x Pi(a;, an). 

Main Lemma. 

The payoff functions ™) and To of the reduced game T are represented tn the following matriz: 

  

  

  

    

  

Ag 
Wh +} 

2n(gntl | 3) +1 ah antl (an _ 1)xh 

2n+1 2n+1 2 2 
Wh 

an(aht! _3) 4.4 a (22041 _ gmt? 4 2)(r® gw) 4 (amt? - 2)! 
g2n+1 g2nt+1 

Ay 

(22m+1 ant? 4 2)(m* sw) + (at? -2)a! | am(amtl - 3)(rh yw) + 3(2™)a! 
gent gent 

“) 

antl(gn 4) 4 29(2Mt+d _ 3)(rh4w) + 3(2")a! 
puntl pant       
  

The derivation of the payoffs is shown in appendix A. 
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IV. COMPLETE EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS 

We now exploit the information condensed in the main lemma and the insights gained 

in its derivation, to determine the equilibrium set of the entire game. This is achieved by 

determining the equilibria of the reduced game I. First I shall state and prove the Nash 

Equilibria in pure strategies and then I will show the existence of Nash Equilibria in mixed 

strategies. I shall use a few general terms. 

A = (Wp, Wy) - 7 (Oy, Wp) = Moly, Wy) - To(Hps 4) 

= on ((2" - 1ymh (ant? - 2)al- (241 om? +. 2)u1) [1] 

B:= 1y(Wys Wy) - (wy, Wy) = To(Wp, wy) - To(wy, &) 

= sa (nah - 3(2t)al- 2n(an4 - 3).) [2] 

Then, B- A = Sint (at + (22 - 2)(x!- w)) [3] 
2n+1 

which a priori can be of any sign. 

IV.1. Pure Strategy Equilibria 

If (B- A) > 0 we get the following results. 

Proposition ] 

IfA > 0, then (u,, w,,) is the unique Nash Equilibrium wage announcement strategy profile. 
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Proof: Since B- A > 0,A > 0=>B > 0. Hence, (u,, u,,) is the unique Nash Equilibrium. 

Proposition 2 

IfB < 0, then (uy, w,) is the unique Nash Equilibrium wage announcement strategy profile. 

Proof: Since B- A > 0,B < OSA < 0. Hence, (4, «,) is the unique Nash Equilibrium. 0 

Proposition 3 

If B>O>A, then (u,, «,) and (uw), w,) are the two asymmetric Nash Equilibrium wage 

announcement strategy profiles. 

Proof: If B >0 > A, then announcing w, (or w,,) is a firm’s best response to the announcement of 

wy, (or w,) by the other firm. Hence, (w,, w,) and (uw, «,,) are the two asymmetric equilibria. O 

If B- A <0 we get the following results. This inequality does not hold when H = 2L. 

Proposition 4 

If B > 0, then (u,,, u,) is the unique Nash Equilibrium wage announcement strategy profile. 

(The proof is similar to the proof of proposition 1) 

Proposition 5 

If A < 0, then (u, «) is the unique Nash Equilibrium wage announcement strategy profile. 

(The proof is similar to the proof of proposition 2.) 

Proposition 6 

If A>0>B, then (w,, «,,) and (uw), w)) are the two symmetric Nash Equilibrium wage 
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announcement strategy profiles. In this case, the firms will choose the strictly payoff-dominant 

strategy profile (w,, w,). 

Proof: If A > 0 > B, then announcing uw (or w,) is a firm’s best response to the announcement of 

w) (or w,) by the other firm. 7,(u,, w,) - 7j(w), 4) = suet 3(2")a! - gngntl. 3)w) < B 

< 0. Hence, (w, «,) is the strictly payoff-dominant strategy. O 

IV.2. Mixed Strategy Equilibria 

Let (p, (1 - p)) be the probability distribution over the pure strategy space AJ = W= 

{w,, 4} of firm F, and (r, (1 - r)) be the same over the pure strategy space A, = W= {u,, 4} 

of firm F,, (p,r € [0, 1]). This means that if F, is uncertain about the choice of F., F, believes 

that F, chooses uw, and w) with probabilities p and (1 - p), respectively, (Harsanyi 1973). The 

probabilities r and 1 - r can be analogously interpreted. Given F,’s belief, let us calculate its best 

response, r“(p). Since this is a symmetric situation F,’s best response to r, denoted by p"(r), is 

the same. 

Proposition 7 

  There exists a unique mixed strategy equilibrium ((p) = Pare p*(r) = ae x) if and only if 

there are two asymmetric Nash Equilibria, (w,,, w,) and (w), w,,), in pure strategies. 

Proof. Let E7,(r; p) denote the expected payoff of F, when that firm chooses uw, and uw, with 

probability r and (1 - r), respectively, given its belief p about the behavior of Fo. 

Ex,(r; p) = Smt {rp(-ah (2- 2)(a!- w)) + r(2Pah - 3.2Pq! - onal 3)u) + p(-(2™ 2)ah + 

(28. 2)(m- w)) + 2n(2P41. 3)(a. w) + 3.2%al 
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= -rp(B - A) + rB - p(2- 1)r" + pB + 29((2"+1- 3)(r*- w) + 32!) 

Firm F, chooses r so as to maximize its expected payoff, given its belief p and (1 - p) about F,’s 

choice of uw, and uw, respectively. We get: 

dEz,(z; p) _ _ _ 8B wos B . 
—Gq CO P(B- A) + B= 0> p= py € [0, 1]. The condition 1 > aA > 0 is 

fulfilled only in the following two cases: 

(i) B>0, B- A>0O, and A <0. This is the same as the condition for the two asymmetric Nash 

Equilibria in pure strategies, (w,,, w,) and (w,, w),), stated in proposition 3. 

(ii) B<0, B- A < 0, and A >0. This is the same as the condition for the two symmetric Nash 

Equilibria in pure strategies, (w,, u,,) and (w,, w,), stated in proposition 6. In this case I have 

shown that (w), w,) is the strictly payoff-dominant strategy. So if the above inequalities hold 

then each firm will choose w, with probability 1. Since uw), is a strictly dominated strategy for 

each firm, there is no belief that a firm F; could hold about the strategies of the other firm such 

that it would be optimal to choose uy), (Pearce 1984). 

So there can be a mixed strategy equilibrium only when there are two asymmetric 

eis: , . En 
equilibria in pure strategy (case i). The best-response correspondence of F, is as follows. dr 1s   

dE 
0 if p < zB. in which case r*(p) = 1, i.e., F, will choose w,. — < 0if p > gB in which 

case r“(p) = 0, i-e., F, will choose wu). If p = a then r*(p) = [0, 1]. The analysis is 

symmetric for F,. The intersection of the best-response correspondences r*(p) and p*(r) yields 

the unique mixed strategy Nash Equilibrium r*(p) = p*(r) = ry O 

V. IMPLICATIONS OF THE EQUILIBRIA 

Let us analyze the implications of the various equilibria asserted in propositions 1— 7. If 

(Ww, w,) is the unique Nash Equilibrium wage announcement strategy profile then both firms hire 
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an applicant and neither positions remain vacant. There can be three possible cases. Both firms 

hire an H-productivity applicant, both firms hire an L-productivity applicant, or one firm hires 

an H-productivity applicant and the other firm hires an L-productivity applicant. The third 

situation implies applicants having productivity differences receive the same wage. 

On the contrary if (w,, wj,) is the unique Nash Equilibrium strategy, then either one or 

both firms’ positions might remain vacant. Suppose only the same applicant is of H-productivity 

in both firms. Then both firms will make the job offer to the same applicant who will accept 

the offer of one of the firms randomly. The rejected firm’s position will remain vacant because 

the other two applicants are of L-productivity in that firm. Also it might be the case that after 

announcing w,, both firms find that all the applicants are of L-productivity. Then neither firm 

will hire. If one firm had only L-productivity applicants and the other firm had at least one H- 

productivity applicant then the former will not hire. 

The two asymmetric equilibria in pure strategies, (w,, w;) and (u,, w,,)}, result because 

of the particular relationship between high and low productivity and that between high and low 

wage. In this case the firm announcing a high wage either hires an H-productivity applicant or 

do not hire. The firm announcing a low wage either hires an H or an L-productivity applicant. 

Thus both the firms might hire an H-productivity applicant but offer them different wages. In 

Lang (1991) a wage differential occurs because of the difference in the value of the vacancies 

across firms and in Black - Loewenstein 1992 the same results because of the difference in the 

firm-specific productivities of the applicants across firms. 

Realistically, when a firm advertises a job opening, it has no prior information about 

what other firms might advertise in the same newspaper. This lack of prior information does not 

matter if the relationship between the parameters are such that announcing a high wage or a 

low wage is the dominant strategy. However, lack of information leads to the problem of 

coordination if the relationship between the parameters are such that asymmetric equilibria 
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result. The mixed strategy equilibrium reflects a firm’s belief about the other firm’s wage 

selection, in the face of uncertainty which arises when there is asymmetric equilibria. 

In this paper I have assumed that the number of applicants is at least as much as the 

number of firms which is two (n > 2). If the number of applicants is very large, then a firm 

surely hires an H-productivity applicant, irrespective of the wage announced by the firms. That 

is, Limit. Pi(a,, Q) 7 1 V(ay, ag) € Ay xX Ag = WXW. In such a situation announcing a low 

wage is the strictly dominant strategy and it does not matter whether firms announce and 

commit to a wage a priori or offer wages privately, after deriving the applicants firm-specific 

productivity. In general, as the difference between the number of jobs and the number of 

applicants decreases, the increased competition between the firms reduces the probability of 

hiring an H-productivity applicant. Hence, different equilibria in wage announcements are 

possible depending on the relationships between the parameters. 

Fact: If there is one possible productivity and each firm and each applicant knows that, then 

(uw, «) is the unique Nash Equilibrium strategy of both firms. 

Proof: Suppose H = L and every applicant and every firm knows it. Then both firms would 

announce w, and still be able to hire an applicant . At worst, both firms might make the job 

offer to the same applicant who will select one firm randomly. The rejected firm will then make 

an offer to one of the remaining two applicants and will be able to hire him because of the 

assumption that an applicant receiving only one offer accepts it. Thus both firms will have their 

positions filled. O 

This result depends on the assumption that the number of applicants is at least as large 

as the number of jobs. If the number of jobs exceeded the number of applicants whose 
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productivity are the same across all firms then all firms would have announced a high wage. 

Commonly, for unskilled jobs in manufacturing or jobs in restaurants workers do not have any 

difference in their productivity. The above fact describes this situation and it does not matter 

whether the wage is announced or offers are made privately to individual workers. There is 

usually no delay between the announcement of an opening and the selection of an employee. 

Frequently, firms hire the first person to show up after a job opening in such occupations. 

If uw, = H and uw, = L, then it is optimal for the firms to announce a low wage. A firm 

can either make a profit of (H - w)) if it hires an H-productivity applicant, or make zero profit if 

it hires an L-productivity applicant. On the contrary, if a firm announces uw, then it will be 

restricted to hiring an H-productivity applicant only, and whether the firm hires or not it will 

always make zero profit. Even if the wages are set as w, = H and w, = L, the inequalities uw, > 

Land H-u,>H-u, > L-w, > 0 hold because H- uw, = L-w,=0andu, =H >L. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this chapter firms’ mechanism of hiring employees who are new-comers to the labor 

force by announcing a wage a priori was analyzed. Firms announced and committed to a 

particular wage without having and receiving any specific information about applicants’ 

productivity. Firm-specific productivity was taken into consideration and it was assumed that 

an applicant’s productivity in a firm was independent of his productivity in another firm. 

Competition between the firms and the composition of the productivity of the 

applicants in the firms endogenously determined the probability of hiring a high and a low 

productivity applicant which in turn determined the ex ante expected profits of the firms. The 

probability of hiring a high and a low productivity applicant also depended upon the number of 
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applicants. There were three (pure strategy) Nash Equilibria in wage announcement: both firms 

announced a high wage, both firms announced a low wage, or one firm announced a high wage 

and the other firm announced a low wage. The problem of coordination and the uncertainty 

about the wage announced by each firm, in the case of asymmetric equilibria, led to a mixed 

strategy equilibrium which reflected a firm’s belief about the other firm’s choice of strategy. 

One important feature of the equilibrium outcome was that either one or both firms’ 

position remaining vacant though the number of applicants was at least as much as the number 

of jobs. Also, the equilibrium outcomes may not exhibit wage differential. Applicants with 

different productivities might receive the same wage or applicants with the same productivity 

might receive different wages. The other possibilities were, applicants with different 

productivities might receive different wages or applicants with the same productivity might 

receive the same wage. 

It was also seen that as the difference between the number of applicants and the number 

of job openings diminished, the uncertainty in hiring a high productivity applicant increased. 

However, if the number of applicants is very large compared to the number of vacancies, then 

the optimal strategy for each firm was to announce a low wage because each firm could surely 

hire a high productivity applicant. 

APPENDIX A 

In this section I will analyze each of the subgames G(u,, 4), G(w,, w)), G(u,, «,), and 

G(w,, w},). Since there are two firms each firm can hire in at most two rounds. If a firm has at 

least two H-productivity applicants that firm hires an H-productivity applicant for sure 
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irrespective of the wage announced and the type of the other firm. 

n 
A firm can have at least two H-productivity applicants in S- (2) = (2"-n- 1) 

q=2 

number of situations. Th, is the set of types of a firm F, having at least two H-productivity 

applicants. 

n-n-1 So Pi(a;, Op, |t*) = on for each tt € Thp- Therefore, Pi(a;, OnlT 3p) = at 

A firm can have exactly one H-productivity applicant in (") = n number of situations. 

Tt, is the set of types of a firm having one H-productivity applicant. So the conditional 

probability that a firm hires an H-productivity applicant if there is exactly one of them, is 

Pi (js %mITip) = > > Pi(a;, OG, It, ty). 
tt E Ti, tre T™ 

A firm having only L-productivity applicants is represented by tin. So the overall 

probability of hiring an H-productivity applicant is Pi(a;, a Pi(a;, a, |T3a) + Pt (a%s 

a |Tip)- In each of the subgames I need to derive a firm’s probability of hiring an H- 

productivity applicant if there is exactly one of them, and hence, calculate the total probability 

of hiring an H-productivity applicant and the ex ante expected profits. 

A.1. Analysis of G(w, ,w,): Both firms announce w . 

In this case each firm will hire, if any, an H-productivity applicant only. I calculate the 

probability that F, hires an H-productivity applicant which would be the same for F5. 

Suppose F, has one H-productivity applicant and it is of type thn i.e., applicant a, is 

the only H-productivity applicant in that firm. There can be two possible situations: 

(i) Applicant a, is of L-productivity in F,. Then F, hires the H-productivity applicant. The 
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n-1 
conditional probability that this situation occurs is or because there are 2”! out of 2” 

arrangements where a, is of L-productivity in Fy. 

(ii) Applicant a, is of H-productivity in F.. 

(a) All applicants are H-productivity in F,. The conditional probability that Fo makes the offer 

to a, and F, hires him is = * If F makes the offer to any one of the other n-1 applicants then 

F, hires a,, and this occurs with the conditional probability nel So the conditional probability 

that F, hires a, given that all applicants are of H-productivity in F, is (4 + nl) 

(b) F, has n-1 H-productivity applicants including a,. There are (4) such types 

out of 2" types. The conditional probability that F, makes the offer to a, and F, hires him is 5 

(4) = = If F, makes the offer to any one of the other H-productivity applicants then F, 

hires a, for sure and this occurs with conditional probability "> ne + . So the conditional probability 

(P) that F, hires a, given that F, has n-1 H-productivity applicants including a, is on (n=? + 
n-1 

m3) 
In general if F, has n-q H-productivity applicants including a, (q=0,1,2,....n-1) then the 

  

  

(1) (% ql 4 
conditional probability that F, hires a, is an aq + nq) 

The conditional probability that F, hires a, given that F, has n-q H-productivity applicants 

  

n-1 { 27! 

(q=0,1,....n-1) including a, is c = 2, (re) = ama) 

So, P}(wys wlth) = _- il +c for each ti E T}),. Hence, pl A(n» w),) = = a + 3H or + 3H c 
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n-1 (ge) = 1 ) _ n2™. gn +1 

  2s gan \ aq + Wn-q)) genti 

n-1 
n-1 . 4 (m-It 7, a) emt an SR (ad Proof: L.H.S = oan (Ss (n-q-1)! q! (1 quay) gen g2n+l x, (n-q) (n-q-1)! q! 

n 
_ _n2” 1 n n\\)_ n2™- 2"4 1 
- gent - g2nF1 (509) ~ @) ~ 92n4+] U 

The overall probability that a firm F; (i=1, 2) hires an H-productivity applicant and 

2n(2h-n-1) ) nge} | n2?-2"4+1 
g2n g2n g2n+1 
  make a profit of a when both the firms have announced wy, Is 

g2nt1_ont+l_on4 7 . 

= ———>,——_. Therefore the ex ante expected profit of each firm is : 
g2ntl 

pn gn+l . 3 + 1 . 

A.2. Analysis of G(w,,)): Both firms announce 4. 

In this case both firms will hire an applicant. If one or both the firms fail to hire an H- 

productivity applicant then they will hire an L-productivity applicant. 

Suppose F, is of type tins l.e., a, is the only H-productivity applicant. There can be 

two situations. 

(i) a, is of L-productivity in F,. 

(a) If F, has at least one H-productivity applicant then both firms will hire an H-productivity 

applicant because different applicants are of H-productivity in the two firms and an applicant 

n-1 
receiving only one offer accepts it. There are vz) = n(2™"1-1) such situations. So the 

q=l 

n(2”"?-1) 
conditional probability that firm F, hires a, is 5mm



(b) F, has only L-productivity applicants. The conditional probability that both firms make 

their first offer to ay and Fy hires him is Z If Fy makes the first offer to one of the other 

applicants then F, hires a, and this occurs with conditional probability nel So the conditional 

ys . - (n-1 1 
probability that F, hires a, is (a4 + +). 

(ii) If a, is of H-productivity in F,, the conditional probability that F, hires a, is the same as in 

A.l. 

1 
Therefore, Ph (uy, w,|t3) = ao + (a4 + i) + c for each t € TI,. The overall 

probability that a firm F; (i=1, 2) hires an H-productivity applicant and make a profit of (H-w)) 

20(2%n-1) m2") on (med | 1), n2”-2"41 
g2n + g2n + g2n a Tt +) + g2n+1 = 
  when both firms have announced wu is 

92n+1_9n+1_9n 

g2n+1 

ote . . . }.. gntliyon 
So the probability that F; hires an L-productivity applicant and make a profit of 7’ is at 

Therefore, the expected profit of each firm is: 

gn(gntl _ 3) h 3(2") ! 2n(gntl . 3) 

(wh, wy) = ~ o2ntl n+ gant + ~ 9antl WwW (i=1, 2) [A.2] 

A.3. Analysis of G(w,, Ww): F, announces uw, and F., announces uw. 

In this case F, will hire an H-productivity applicant only and will be able to do so if 

that firm has at least one H-productivity applicant. Even if F,; has one H-productivity applicant 

and both firms make their offer to the same applicant, F, will hire him because that firm has 

announced a higher wage. The probability that there is at least one H-productivity applicant in 

g@n+1 _ ont] , 2n_ on 
F, is 2 in . Therefore, the ex ante expected profit of F, is: 7,(«,,, ))= “jing 7   

Let us consider the situation for F,. It can hire either an H or an L-productivity 

applicant. Suppose F, is of type tana? l.e., a, is the only H-productivity applicant in F,. There 
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can be two situations. 

i) a, is of L-productivity in F,. Then F, hires a,. The conditional probability that this occurs is 
1 1 2 1 

n-1 
because there are > (4) = 2"! such types out of 2". 

q=0 

n-1 

on 

(ii) a, is of H-productivity in F). 

(a) F, has only H-productivity applicants. F, hires a, only if F, makes the offer to any one of 

the other n-1 H-productivity applicants which occurs with conditional probability a 

(b) F, has n-1 H-productivity applicant including a,. F, hires a, only if F, does not make the 

(r-2) offer to the same applicant which occurs with conditional probability ee ne, 

Therefore, in general, if F, has q H-productivity applicants including a, (q=2,3,.,n) then the 1 1 

(ct) at 
a . If only a, is of H-productivity in both the conditional probability that F. hires a, is 

firms then F, will hire him since that firm has announced a higher wage. Therefore, the 

conditional probability that F, has at least two H-productivity applicants including a, and F, 

(G1) q-1/ q-1 
n 

hires him is d = X, on -q* 
q= 

  

n - 

Hence, P?(u,, w,|t2) = a 4 d for each t2 E Th So, P2 (ur, Ww) = 2—p-t + an or + 5H d. 

    

(1) 
Lemma 3: Sn 920 a = AF (n2” _ gnt+l + 2) 

  

q=2 

' (n-1)! 1) n (nl - n(n-1)! 

Proof LHS = 535 229 Er Gogh (= ohm x )- gm Daten oy & = eD 

n2e- 1 -n 2 -n- 1] n2” - gnt+l 42 

g2n - j2n = g2n+1 Q 
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So, the overall probability that F, hires an H-productivity applicant and make a profit of (H-w) 

. 9njon _n- ] n-1 gn _ pnt 9 g2n . gn+l 1 ee . 

is ( oan ) + nn * 92nt+1 ts pin +! The probability that F. hires an L- 

n+1 
productivity applicant and make a profit of nr! is 2 a Therefore, 7,(4,, ,) = 

2n_ 9n+1 +1 

+ OL - wy. We have: 

antl2m-1) 
(Wy, Wy) = ~~ o2ntT—™ 

[A.3] 

_ g2n+1 _ gn+2 + ) h gnt+2 -2 1 y2n+1 . gn+2 4 9 

To (Wy, 4) = — ~ g2ntl gentl ™ + g2n+l 

A.A. Analysis of G(w),u,,): F, announces w, and F, announces wy. 

This is symmetric to A.3. and the expected profits of the firms are: 

g2n+1 _ gn+2 +2 4 gnt+2 -2 1 g2n+1 _ gn+2 +2 

(wy, wy) = > gentrO gent 7 giant w 

[A.4] 
g2nt+1_ ont] , 

™) (“) Wy) = “—Songt— 7 
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Chapter 3 

What Is In The Advertisement? 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the market for new entrants to the white-collar labor force there exists a variety of 

institutions or policies for determining wages and conducting the hiring process. In many cases 

firms advertise an opening for an entry level white-collar position and then make a one time 

take-it-or-leave-it wage offer, privately, after deriving the specific information about applicants’ 

productivities from their application. This leaves the firms with the option to alter their wage 

offers. In other cases firms publicly announce and commit themselves to a particular wage along 

with the announcement of the position prior to receiving specific information about applicants’ 

productivities. This paper provides an explanation of which policy is likely to emerge as an 

equilibrium policy in a market for newcomers to white-collar jobs. 

Firms’ strategy to announce a wage in advance has been considered by Lang (1991), 

Montgomery (1991), and Banerjee (Chapter 2). Lang and Montgomery addressed this issue to 

provide a search theoretic explanation of interindustry and intraindustry wage differentials 

which are positively correletated with industry attributes like profitability and capital-labor 

ratio (Dickens and Katz 1987; Krueger and Summers 1987, 1988; Murphy and Topel 1987). 

They argued that given coordination problems in the labor market, firms with higher “value of 

vacancy” will pay higher wages to avoid their expensive machineries remaining unused. Since 

workers with better opportunities will not apply firms’ announcement of a high wage in advance 

will reduce the probability of a firm’s position remaining vacant . In their models equilibrium p y p g q 
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variation in wages occurred due to variations in the value of vacancy accross firms. Match 

specific considerations were not taken into account. 

In chapter 2 the consequences of announcing and committing to a wage in advance was 

studied in the context of recruiting newcomers to the white-collar labor force. New entrants to 

such jobs do not have any information about their possible productivity in a firm. By taking 

into consideration match-specific productivity, it was shown in chapter 2 that announcement of 

a wage in advance may lead to firms’ position remaining vacant and the equilibrium outcome 

may not exhibit wage dispersion. 

Questions about commitment to a specific strategy has been addressed before. Gal-Or 

(1985) and Dowrick (1986) have shown, that in a Stackelberg type of game with time of 

commitment as the strategic choice, firms are unwilling to commit first when the reaction curves 

are positively sloping, but with negatively sloping reaction curves, it is advantageous for the 

firms to commit first. Singh and Vives (1984) have shown that for substitutes (complements) 

reaction curves in terms of output are negatively (positively) sloping. The opposite is true for 

reaction curves in terms of prices. If goods are substitutes it is optimal for the follower to reduce 

output (increase price) if the leader increases its output (increases its price). 

Bester (1993) has compared the performance of negotiated pricing with posted-offer 

pricing and showed that posted pricing induce sellers to select a suboptimal quality while 

negotiated pricing always leads to an efficient selection of quality. The trade-off between the 

lack of competition and customers being exploited by sellers uniquely determines the pricing 

mechanism which can be either posted pricing or negotiated pricing. Gale (1988) explored the 

relationship between ex ante and ex post pricing. He showed that different parameter values 

induced competitive or monopoly outcome in a setting where sellers are uncertain whether the 

buyer is receiving offers from both or one of the firms. 

In this chapter firms first simultaneously choose a policy, whether to announce a wage 
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in advance or to offer wages privately, and then compete contingent on the chosen policy. The 

equilibrium policy is determined by comparing the ex ante expected profit associated with the 

equilibrium strategy under the different policies. For different constellations of parametric values 

we get different equilibrium strategies for the two policies. Our analysis shows that offer wages 

privately is always an equilibrium policy. However, if a low wage is the equilibrium strategy 

under all the policies then announcing a wage in advance and offer wages privately are both 

equilibrium policies. This result justifies one of the circumstances under which different policies 

may coexist. This is because the ex ante expected profit of the firms associated with a low wage 

equilibrium is the same under all the policies. 

The tradeoff between the restriction under the wage announcement policy, which may 

cause a firms’ position remain vacant, and the possibility to alter offers across applicants under 

the private wage offer policy drives the above mentioned results. Also, lack of prior information 

about applicants’ productivities and the uncertainty about the behavior of the competing firms 

(the evaluation of the applicants’ specific productivities and the recipient of other firms’ offers) 

explains the result. When a low wage is the equilibrium strategy under all the policies, the firms 

have the same chance to exploit the applicants under al] the policies, hence, both the policies are 

equilibrium policy. 

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, I discuss the model and in section III, I 

provide results of the different subgames. The analysis of the different subgames are given in the 

appendix. In section IV, I endogenize the equilibrium policy to be followed by the firms, at the 

beginning of the hiring process. 
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Il. THE MODEL 

There are two firms F,, (m=1, 2) and three applicants a, (x=1, 2, 3). All firms and 

applicants know that an applicant can be of high (H) or low (L) productivity in a firm and these 

are firm-specific productivities. Let W={u,,, w,} be the set of high and low wage, respectively, 

from which each firm selects a wage. All applicants are newcomers to white-collar jobs. Each 

firm has one vacancy. 

It is also assumed that H > L, wy, > 4, 4, > L,H-w, >H-uw, > L-w > 0. The 

last string of inequalities imply that a firm gets maximum surplus by hiring an H-productivity 

applicant and paying him wu). Also, it is weakly more profitable to hire an H-productivity 

applicant by paying him uw, than by hiring an L-productivity applicant and paying him wu). The 

inequality «,, > L implies that a firm will pay a high wage, if at all, only to an H-productivity 

applicant. Throughout the paper I will use the following notations: wmo=H- Wp, m=L- Ww, 

and w = w, - w, 

The hiring process of the firms can be described as consisting of the following stages. 

Stage 0: Let Xjm be a family of independent random variables, j=1,2,3; and m=1,?2. Xin 

assumes value H and L each with probability 5 There are 57 )a2=8 possible combinations 

of the firm-specific productivities of the 3 applicants in a fin F (m=1,2). (3) denotes that q 

out of 3 applicants can be of H-productivity in a firm, (q=0,1,2,3). There are 2° possible 

combinations of the productivity of the 3 applicants in both the firms. Each firm knows this 

distribution ex ante. Let T” = {H, L}3 be the set of all possible types of a firm F,,, 1.e., a type 

is a list of the firm-specific productivities, one for each applicant. T™ has 23 elements which we 

label t%* (j=1,2,..,8). We can Assume (a) to (c). 

(a) TH, = {tt j=1,2,3,4} is the set of types of a firm F,, having at least two H-productivity 
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applicant. 

(b) TY, = {t"| j=5,6,7} be the set of types of a firm F,, having exactly one H-productivity 

applicant. 

(c) T/" = {tg} is the singleton containing the type of F,, that has only L-productivity 

applicants: tg” = (L, L,..., L). 

Stage 1: In this stage each firm chooses a policy p,, € P,, = {b, o}, (m=1,2), where ‘b’ denotes 

the policy to announce a wage before receiving specific information about applicants’ 

productivities and ‘o’ denotes the policy to offer wages privately after receiving specific 

information. Let (pj, pz) denote the equilibrium policies of the two firms. 

Stage 2 After adopting a policy both firms announce a job opening simultaneously. If a firm’s 

policy is to announce a wage, then that firm announces and commits itself to a particular wage 

in this stage. 

Stage 3: In this stage all applicants apply to both the firms simultaneously. There is no 

transaction cost in applying. From the applications each firm derives the firm-specific 

productivities of the applicants. A firm knows its own evaluation but has no information about 

the evaluation of the other firm. Also, an applicant has no information about the firm’s 

evaluation at any stage. Hence, applying to both the firms is the dominant strategy. 

Stage 4: In this stage a firm may or may not make an offer which depends on the policy that the 

firm has adopted. If both firms are making an offer they do it simultaneously. A firm having q 

(q=1,2,3) H-productivity applicants will make an offer to each with probability & An applicant 

receiving offers from both the firms accepts the highest offer. If both offers are the same then 
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that applicant chooses each with probability 7 An applicant receiving only one offer accepts it 

because he has no information about the firms’ evaluation and hence is not sure of getting any 

further offers. 

Stage 5: This stage regards the decision of a rejected firm, if any, from stage 4. The rejected 

firm’s decision depends on the policy that firm has adopted, the composition of the productivity 

of the applicants in that firm, the amount and the recipient of the other firm’s offer. In this 

stage the rejected firm may or may not make any more offers. 

Let GP1?2 be the subgame beginning at stage 2 after each firm has chosen a policy 

Pm € P,, (m=1,2) in stage 1. Note that this subgame begins at the pre-application stage. Let 

Wit? denote the strategy space of a firm F,, (m=1,2) for each of the subgames GP1P2. The 

equilibrium policy is endogenously determined by comparing the ex ante expected profit Mn te? 

(m=1,2) associated with the set of equilibrium strategies {(w,?!?2, wa P2)}, w,P1P2 € Wit, 

of each of the subgames G??”2, 

Let QP1P2(wP1P2, wD1P2) ¢1, t2) be the conditional probability that a firm F,,, hires an 

H-productivity applicant when (wPiP2, wh 1P2) is the wage profile of the two firms in the 

subgame GPiP2 given the types of the firms. The corresponding conditional probability of hiring 

an L-productivity applicant, if at all, is denoted by RP1P2(wP1P2, wh 1P2| ti, tz). The overall 

probability of hiring an H-productivity applicant when (wh1P2, wi 1P2) is the strategy profile is 

8 . 
QP1P2(qPiP2, wh1P2) _ 4 > { 5 > QPiPa(wPrP2, wh1P2 |e, wh + 

tre TRS k=l 

8 
3 J P1P P,P P iP a 

; i DQ (wy, wot? | ee, ‘of 
k=1 treTh 
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The overall probability of hiring an L-productivity applicant is 

8 . REgPamPoPa, wie) = 81-9 | Yoammewpare, whhM 1p, ah) 

8 
1/1 Py Pa; PiP PyP : : ( De Ree Paw, IP? | } 

Note that if a firm has at least two H-productivity applicants that firm hires an H-productivity 

applicant for sure because a firm can hire an applicant in at most two rounds. In the next 

section I shall provide the results for each of the subgames G**, G°°, G®° and G®. A detailed 

analysis of each of the subgames is given in the appendix. 

l.1. RESULTS OF THE SUBGAME G>> 

If announcing a wage is the policy chosen by both the firms, then each firm F,, will 

announce and commit themselves to a wage a,, € web = W, (m=1,2), a priori, along with the 

announcement of a job opening. The consequences of this decision along with the equilibrium 

wage announced by each firm was analyzed in chapter 2. Here | will briefly mention the results. 

At the pre-application stage, the two firms make simultaneous wage announcements. 

For each (a,, @) € web x wb. let GP (a, a) denote the subgame beginning immediately 

after the announcements a, and a, have been made. In this case ahha, Q) = Gb. It turns 

out that each of the subgames ahha, Q@) has unique subgame perfect expected ex ante 

equilibrium payoffs 1b, a) for each firm F,, (m=1,2). Given the knowledge of these 

payoffs, the analysis of the subgame reduces to the analysis of the reduced game in normal form: 

rPP=({F,, F}, WEP, OPP; (m=1, 2)). 
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Lemma 1 

The payoff functions I1,** and II,** of the reduced game I are represented in the following 

  

  

matrix: 

wbb 

Wh w) 

wh 105 7h 12,/ 

bb 

Wi 98h , 30,1 98 104 24 
128” + 7987 - Tos” | Taal + fogh- 1 

WW H2,h aH + fal - Wy}       
  

The derivation of this matrix is discussed in Banerjee (chapter 2). 

If.2. RESULTS OF THE SUBGAME G°” 

In this case both firms simultaneously make one time take-it-or-leave it wage offers, 

privately, after receiving specific information about applicants’ productivities, i.e., after learning 

their own type. So each firm has the option of altering its wage offer, if rejected. 

A firm has no information about the type, the amount and the recipient of the wage 

offer of the other firm. Each firm believes that the other firm could be any one of eight types 

with probability ‘ Since there are two firms and three applicants, a firm will hire an applicant 

in at most two rounds. 

The equilibrium wage offer of a firm at the post-application stage is defined as follows. 
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Definition 1 

The equilibrium wage offer of a firm F,,, is defined as a mapping S™: T™ + W?? = W (m=, 2) 

8 , 
such that, for each ue € T™, sm(ti*) € argmax cw pe Tn (wy Wy, S (te), te, ti); 

=1 

T 

Wy Wo 

(m,i=1, 2; m #1), where w{" denotes the wage offered in round r (r=1, 2) by F,.. 

For each (s!, s*) €S!xS?, let G°°(s!, s?) denote the subgame beginning at the post- 

application stage. The ex ante expected payoffs of a firm F,, (m=1,2) of the subgame G° 

beginning at the pre-application stage for each (s!, s”) is: ,°°(s', s*) = sey amene 

si(tj), t™, ti}. m, i =1,2; m #i. ms 

Given the knowledge of these ex ante expected payoffs, the analysis of the entire 

subgame G®°° reduces to the analysis of the reduced game in the normal form: T°° = ({F,, Fo}, 

Ss}, S?, 1,°°, 11,°°). A detailed analysis of each of the subgames G°°(s!, s?) and the derivation of 

the ex ante expected payoffs of the subgame G°° for each (s!, s”) is given in appendix A. In the 

current section I will mention the results only. 

Proposition 1 

If a firm learns that there are at least two H-productivity applicants or only L-productivity 

applicants then that firm will offer w, in all possible rounds irrespective of the type and the wage 

offer of the other firm. (For a proof see appendix A.) 

A firm having one H-productivity applicant (i.e., ue (j=5,6,7)) may offer uw, or w, to 

him. Clearly, if the firm is rejected by the H-productivity applicant, that firm will offer uw) to an 

L-productivity applicant and hire him. Here I assume that s™(tz") = s™(tg") = s™(t3"), (m=1,2).



This means that if a firm has only one H-productivity applicant, that firm will offer the same 

equilibrium wage irrespective of which applicant is of H-productivity in that firm. 

There are two possibilities. A firm might offer «, in all possible rounds of offers 

irrespective of its type, i.e., sm(tt") = w Vj. The second possibility is, if a firm has one H- 
W) j=5,6,7 hJ Dy 

productivity applicant then it offers w,, to him and otherwise offers uw, i.e, sm" )= . 
wy otherwise 

Let the latter strategy be denoted by sj’ with ‘d’ standing for discriminating. 

Lemma 2 

The payoff functions I1,°° and I1,°° of the reduced game [°° are represented in the following matrix: 

  

  

s2 

s?= s3 s2 = WwW) 

1. 21 109_h 19 _l 64 112_h 16 _l 64 

s'= Sq jas" + jas" + yas” | tas” + a8" + Tos’ 

109,h , 191 , 64 101_h , 27,1, 101 
yas” +728" +728” | Tas" + joa” + Toe 

s} 

101,h, 27,1, 101 104,h , 24,1 , 104 
128" + 79g" + Toe” 728" + 7987 + Togv 

1 112,h | 16,1, 101 104 ~h , 24,1 , 104 
s Sw T28” +7287 tips’ | jos ™ + fog" + Tog         

The derivation of this matrix is provided in appendix A. 

11.3. RESULTS OF THE SUBGAME G° 

In this subgame firm F, announces a wage and firm F, offer wages privately. F, has no 

information about the amount and recipient of F,’s offer. On the contrary, F. knows the wage 

announced by firm F, but has no information about the recipient of F,’s offer. 
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This subgame has a leader-follower structure. F, is announcing a wage which F, 

observes, incorporates that wage into its expected profit function and chooses a wage that 

maximizes its expected profit. F; announces a wage that maximizes its expected profit by taking 

into consideration F,’s possible strategies. Thus F, behaves like a leader while F. behaves like a 

follower. 

Definition 2 

The equilibrium in this subgame is defined as a pair (w*, s*) which satisfies the following 

conditions. 

(i) At the pre-application stage firm F, announces a wage w" € A, = W such that, 

b 2 wr € argmax wit hdr °(w, s(t?), ti , #2) 

(ii) Firm F, offers a wage s?(t2) € S? at the post-application stage, such that for each t? ET, 

s?(t?) € argmax in bor, w, t is t?). 
w ES? j=l 

Let Gu", s’) be the subgame beginning at the post-application stage. It turns out 

that each of the subgames Gbo(u*, s”) has unique equilibrium payoffs as mentioned above. So 

the ex ante expected payoffs of the firms in the subgame G®*° beginning at the pre-application 

stage for each (w™, s*) are: 

b 1 & ] 8 
11 °°(w*, s*) = =P he ,8*(tZ), t 1, py 

j=l k=! 

b } 8 ] 3 b 274: HP) =F BD lo" MD, eB} 
k=1 j=l 

Given the knowledge of these payoffs the analysis of the subgame G®° reduces to the 
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analysis of the reduced game in normal form: T bo _ ({F,, F.}, W, s?, 01,°°, n°) 

The derivation of the payoffs I1,,,°° (m=1,2) is given in appendix B. 

Lemma 3 

The payoff functions II,*° and II,*° of the reduced game T° are represented in the following matrix: 

  

  

2 

s* = 84 st= W) 

Wh 109,,/ M2,h 

ioe tage tis” | get tape? + ie” 
Ww 

      
  

The ex ante expected profits of the firms for each (s!, w*) of the subgame G° are symmetric to 

those of the subgame G?°. 

IV. ENDOGENIZING THE EQUILIBRIUM POLICY 

We will use the information condensed in the derivation of the ex ante expected profit of 

the firms in each of the subgames for endogenizing the equilibrium policy. In a first step firms 

decide upon which policy to follow. Let G be the game beginning in stage 1. 

Given the knowledge of the ex ante expected payoffs Tt? (m=1,2) and the 

underlying equilibria of each of the subgames G?!?2, the analysis of the entire game G reduces 
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to the analysis of the reduced game in normal form 

P,P. P,P 
r= ({F,, Fo}, P,, Po, fi, 1 2, I, 1 2). 

The equilibrium policy is determined by comparing the ex ante expected profit of the 

firms associated with the equilibria under the three policies. Let the set {(a,, a), (s!, s?), (w", 

s*)} denote the equilibria of the subgames G>P, G®°°, and Go, (the equilibria of the subgame 

G°? is symmetric to that of G*°), respectively. I shall state the results in this section. The 

derivation of the equilibrium sets of strategies and the proofs are provided in appendix C. 

Theorem 1 

1_ JJ (2. 2 2_ 22 1_ il : eye]. “ If {(w,, Wy»), (S'= Sq, S°= 84), (4, S°= 84), (S = Sq, W,)} is the set of equilibria, then “offer 

wages privately” is the equilibrium policy. 

If a high wage is the equilibrium for a firm announcing a wage, it means that the firm 

would hire, if at all, an H-productivity applicant only. It restricts the firms’ selection of quality 

and increases the competition. This coupled with the uncertainty about forming a possible 

match might result in one or both the firm’s positions remaining vacant which lowers the 

expected payoff. 

By offering a high wage to an high productivity applicant, when a firm has one of them, 

and offering a low wage otherwise, firms do not face the risk of having their position unfilled. It 

increases the probability of hiring an H-productivity applicant when there is only one of them. If 

a firm cannot hire the H-productivity applicant, that firm will hire an L-productivity applicant. 

Under this policy the quality selection is not restricted. The structure of the policy allows a firm 

to exploit the applicants in the sense that a firm might hire an H- productivity applicant by 

paying him a low wage. 
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Theorem 2 

If {(u, w,), (st= 8}, s*= 54), (w,, s*= s3), (s'= s}, w,)} is the set of equilibria, then there exists 

two symmetric equilibria (b, b) and (0, 0). Each firm will choose the payoff dominant policy, 

“offer wages privately”. 

Though announcing a low wage is the equilibrium strategy profile in the subgame Gbb 

which means that none of the firms’ positions remain vacant, the ex ante expected profit 

associated with the equilibria of the subgame G®°° exceeds that of the subgame Gb. This is 

because in the subgame G°° none of the firms’ positions remain vacant and by offering a high 

wage, if a firm has one H-productivity applicant, increases the probability of hiring an H- 

productivity applicant. 

Theorem 3 

1 .1 .2. 22 2. 2 1_ JI . ves x 
If {(w,, w), (Ss = Sq, S°= 84), (wy, s°= 84), (S = Sq, w,)} is the set of equilibria, then “offer wages 

privately” is the equilibrium policy. 

In this case a firm which announces a wage, (hence, moves first), and a firm which offer 

wages privately, (hence, moves second) have partially asymmetric equilibria. A firm offering a 

wage privately, offers a high wage if there is only one high productivity applicant, otherwise, 

offers a low wage. A firm announcing a low wage in equilibrium, commits to it According to 

Gal-Or (1985) it is advantageous for the players to commit first if they have asymmetric 

reaction functions. From theorem 3 we see, though there is partially asymmetric equilibria, 

“offer wages privately” is the equilibrium policy. 
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Theorem 4 

If {(u), 4), (s' = uy, s? = w)), (w, s? = uw), (s' =w), w))} is the set of equilibria, then 

announcing a wage in advance and offering wages privately are both equilibrium policies. 

It is only in this case a possible outcome may be that one firm announces and the other 

firm offers. In this case the assignment of the role of the firms, which firm should announce and 

which firm should offer, do not matter as the ex ante profits are the same in all the subgames. 

This justifies the coexistence of different labor market policies. 

Theorem 5 

If {{(w,, wy), (Wj, w,)}, (s'= sh, s?= 83), (w,, s? =u), (s! = uw), w,)} is the set of equilibria, 

then “offer wages privately” is the equilibrium policy. 

In this case we see that the subgame G>> has two asymmetric equilibria. This causes a 

potential problem of coordination. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we endogenously determined the equilibrium policy which is likely to 

emerge in a market for new entrants to the white-collar labor force. Two policies followed by the 

firms at the time of hiring newcomers to white-collar jobs were examined: announce and 

commit to a particular wage prior to receiving specific information about applicants’ 

productivities and offer wages privately after deriving specific information about applicants’ 

productivities. In a first step the firms had to decide upon which policy to follow. 
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It turned out that “offer wages privately” is always an equilibrium policy. However, if a 

low wage is the equilibrium strategy for all the policies, then any policy is an equilibrium policy. 

One implication of this result is that it justifies one of the circumstances in which different 

policies might coexist. This equilibrium outcome do not have the problem of assignment of the 

role of the firms: which firm should announce and which firm should offer. Any pair of policies 

is an equilibrium. 

It is important to observe that in all the situations offer wages privately is an 

equilibrium policy. The lack of prior information about the applicants’ productivities, a firm’s 

lack of information about the productivity of the applicants in the other firm, and at least, 

about the recipient of the other firm’s offer, resulted in the uncertainty about the possible match 

between a firm and an applicant. The policy to announce a wage restricts the firms to increase 

their expected profits. On the contrary, the policy to “offer wages privately” provided firms with 

the option to alter their offer and hence to increase their expected profit. 

If the wages are set at the competitive level, that is, H= " L=w), then any policy is 
v 

an equilibrium. This is because under all the policies low wa: che equilibrium strategy. 

Intuitively, by announcing a high wage each firm can make zero profit. Same is the case if a 

firm having only one H-productivity applicant offers a high wage to him and offers a low wage 

otherwise. So it turns out that low wage is the dominant strategy under all the policies because 

a firm might make a positive profit by hiring an H-productivity applicant and paying him a low 

wage. 

We have seen that in all the cases the equilibrium policies ensured that a firm’s position 

do not remain vacant. There can be four possible equilibrium outcomes. Applicants with 

productivity differences might receive the same wage, applicants with the same productivity 

might receive different wages, applicants with different productivities receive different wages, 

and applicants with the same productivity receive the same wage. So the equilibrium outcome 
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may not exhibit a wage differential. 

There is a considerable literature studying the endogenous determination of different 

market institutions. Singh and Vives (1984) had shown that in a differentiated duopoly with a 

choice between a price and a quantity contract, quantity contract is the dominant strategy for 

each firm if the goods are substitutes and price contract is the dominant strategy for each firm if 

the goods are complements. 

Klemperer and Meyer (1986) have analyzed the effect of an exogenous demand shock on 

the choice between price or quantity as strategic variables. If the marginal cost is steep then 

quantity is the equilibrium choice. If it is flat then price is the equilibrium choice. Kats and 

Thisse have shown that in a spatial oligopoly the choice of uniform delivered pricing is always 

an equilibrium. The choice of mill pricing is an equilibrium if the reservation price is high 

enough. 

In chapter 4, I have addressed the question, if “announcing a wage” is the strategy rule 

to be followed by the firms, then what should be the equilibrium timing of the wage 

announcement: before or after receiving information about applicants’ productivities. 

APPENDIX A: ANALYSIS OF THE SUBGAME G°° 

I shall first prove proposition | and then analyze each of the subgames G°°(s!, s”) and 

consequently derive the ex ante expected profit of each firm. 

Proof of Proposition 1 
  

A firm F,, having at least two H-productivity applicants means that it is one of the 
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following types He , j=1,2,3,4; m=1, 2. In this case a firm is sure to hire an H-productivity 

applicant, because a firm can hire an applicant in at most two rounds of offers. Clearly, the 

equilibrium wage offer of a firm having at least two H-productivity applicants is smut”) = Wy, 

(m=1,2; j=1,2,3,4), irrespective of the type and the wage offer of the other firm, because (H- «) 

> (H - w,). At worst the other firm might offer uw, to the same applicant, in which case the firm 

in question will get rejected. Consequently, the firm will offer uw, to another H-productivity 

applicant and hire him. So the equilibrium expected payoff of a firm is: Fy tm (S (EF =m, 
— 

si(t}), t™, th) = H- w, (m,i=1,2; m # i; j=1,2,3,4; s' ES}; th € T') 

A firm having only L-productivity applicants means it is of type tg’. In this case that 

firm can only hire an L-productivity applicant. By assumption a firm will offer w,,, if at all, to 

an H-productivity applicant only. So the equilibrium wage offer of firm having only L- 

productivity applicant is w), irrespective of the type and the wage offer of the other firm. So the 

expected profit of the firm is: 5m a (8 (tg =u, si(ti), te", tl) = = L - uw, (m,i=1,2; m #3; 

tie T', s! eS!) O 

Let us derive the ex ante expected payoffs of a firm F,, (m=1,2) for s™ =u, 

and for s"= sq: 1 will derive the ex ante expected profits of firm F, which would be the same 

for F,. We know that if a firm has at least two H-productivity, that firm will surely hire an H- 

productivity applicant. So Q%s!, s*| T! 24) = 00 F,’s expected profit when it has at least two 

8 
H-productivity applicant is ‘> 7 (uy, s? *(tR), , t2) = H - w, (j=1,2,3,4) and with probability 

k=1 

CO
o|
— 

8 
F,’s expected profit is I (wy, s?(t?), ti, t2)= L - w), irrespective of the type and 

strategy of firm F5. 
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A.1. Analysis of G(s! = uw, s* = u) 

This means that the strategy of firm F, is to offer w, in all possible rounds irrespective 

of its type, given that firm F, follows the same strategy. Let us derive the expected profit of Fy 

if that firm learns that it has one H-productivity applicant. Assume that F, learns it is of type 

tt, i.e., a, is the only H-productivity applicant. 

(i) If firm F, is of type te (k=1,8), then with probability 5 that firm will make an offer to any 

one of the other two applicants in which case firm F, will hire the H-productivity applicant. 

With probability ‘ firm F, can make the offer to applicant a,, in which case firm F, will 

succeed in hiring him with probability 5 So Q9%(s} = w), s? = w,| ti, tf) = i (k=1,8) and the 

: oo _ 1 corresponding Ry? = & 

(ii) If firm F, is of type t? (k=2, 3), then with probability 5 firm F, will make an offer to 

applicant a,. In that case firm F, succeeds in hiring applicant a, with probability 5 With 

probability 5 firm F, will make an offer to the other H-productivity applicant in which case F, 

will surely hire applicant a,. So Q?%(s? = wy, st? = w,|t2, t?) = * (k=2,3) and the corresponding 

RY? = 7" 

(iii) If firm F, is of type te (k=4,5,6), then applicant a, who is of H-productivity in F, is of L- 

productivity in F 4. This means that firm Fy will not make its first offer to applicant ay and 

hence F, will hire the H-productivity applicant for sure. So Q°%s! = wy, 5? = w| ty, tf) = ] 

(k=4,5,6). 

(iv) If firm Fo is also of type t2 then both the firms will make their first offer to the same 

applicant a). Firm F, hires him probability I With probability 1 firm F ,’s offer will be rejected 

in which case that firm will hire an L-productivity applicant.



So Qr(s" = Wy, s? = = w)| T},) = asa nd RO%s' = = wy, s° = w| Tl)= ‘ So the ex ante expected 

profit I1,,°° of a firm F,, when s™(t"")=w, Vj (m=1,2) is: 

104 190(s! = wp, s? = wu) = (Hwy) + SGSH+ SL w) + ML) = Beat + Bel he [ALT] 

A.2. Analysis of G°°(s!= s}, s* = uw) 

In this case the strategy of firm F, having one H-productivity applicant is to offer w, to 

him and to offer w, otherwise, given that the strategy of firm F, is to offer uw, in all rounds 

irrespective of its type. If Fy has one H-productivity applicant, that firm will surely hire the H- 

productivity applicant even if both firms make the offer to the same applicant, because firm F, 

offered a higher wage. Let us now calculate the probability that F, hires an H-productivity 

applicant. 

Assuming that F, has exactly one H-productivity applicant (type t2) we get the 

following conditional probabilities. 

(i) Q2°(s'=s}, s?= w| t?, ti) = 2 and RS° = 5 (k= 1,8). The reason is already explained. 

(ii) Q,°°(s! =sh, s? = w| t, th) = + 3 and RS° = i (k=2, 3). 

(iii) Q,°°(s'=sy, s” = w)| t3, tL) = 1 (k=4,5,6). 

(iv) If F, is of type ta, it means that applicant a, is the only H-productivity in both the firms. 

So both the firms will make their first offer to a,. F,’s offer will be rejected since F, has offered 

a higher wage in which case F, will hire an L-productivity applicant. So R,°(s'=s), st = w| tt, 

3) = 1. So Q$°(s'=s), s= w,| Tin) = a and the corresponding RS° = i. 
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Therefore the ex ante expected profits of the two firms when si= si and s* = Ww are 

00/.1_ 2 — 112,h , 16 64 
Hp °(s'= sy 8” = w)) = qogt" + Gog" + ToRY 

[A.2] 

_ 271, 101 19°(st= sh, s? = wy) = AH - w) + 34H + HL - wy) + ML - wy) = Ghar" + Gar! + Tage 

The analysis of G(s! = wu, s? = s4) is symmetric. 

A.3. Analysis of G(s! = s}, s? = s3) 

In this case the strategy of a firm F,,, (m=1,2) having one H-productivity applicant is to 

offer w, to him and to offer w, otherwise. The conditional probability that F, has one H- 

productivity applicant (say, it is of type t7) and hires him for each type of F, are as follows: 

(i) Q)°°(s'=s); s’=s4| th, t2) = k=1,2,3,4,5,6,8 

(ii) If Fy is of type t?, it means that applicant a, is the only H-productivity applicant in both 

the firms. So both firms will make their first offer to applicant a,. F, hires the H-productivity 

applicant or an L-productivity applicant each with probability 4. 

Therefore, QO (sl=s}, s?=s4| in) = 2 and the corresponding R?° = i: So the ex ante 

expected profit II,,°° of a firm F,,, (m=1, 2) when s™ = s/}' is: 

oo 2 109 1 19 64 Tn (s'= 8}, 8’= 84) = TR" + 75g" + ToRw [A.3] 
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APPENDIX B: ANALYSIS OF THE SUBGAME GP° 

In this subgame F, announces and commits to a particular wage prior to receiving 

specific information about applicants’ productivities. F. solicits applications from the applicants 

and after deriving their firm-specific productivities offer wages privately to them. Thus F, has 

the option of altering its wage offers. I will analyze each of the subgames Grou", s*) and 

consequently derive the ex ante profit m,,°° of each firm (m=1,2). The analysis of the subgame 

G°> is symmetric. 

B.1. Analysis of the Subgame G°(u,, s? = uw) 

Firm F, announces uw, and the strategy of firm F, is to offer w, in all possible rounds 

irrespective of its type. The ex ante expected profits F, and F, are: 

11, P°(u, s? = Ww) = ist + aa + ie [B.1a] 

11,°(u, s? =u) = ae + aan + ae [B.1b] 

B.2. Analysis of the Subgame G(r, s? = Ww) 

Firm F, announces w,, and the strategy of firm F, is to offer uw, in all possible rounds of 

offer irrespective of its type. Firm F, will hire, if any, an H-productivity applicant only. The ex 

ante expected profit of F, and F, are: 

11,P°(u, s? =u) = isan” [B.2a] 

T1,°(uy,, s? = uy) = ar" + aye + aw [B.2b] 
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B.3. Analysis of the Subgame G°(w,, s* = s4) 

Firm F, announces w, and the strategy of firm F, having one H-productivity applicant 

is to offer w, to him and to offer w, otherwise. So the ex ante expected profits F, and F. are: 

101, 11, P°(u, s*= 52) = at" + aa + Tog’ [B.3a] 

16 64 
2P?(wy, s* = = s4) = tan" + Jo3" pa Jag” {B.3b] 

B.4. Analysis of the Subgame G>°(w,, s? = 83) 

The strategy of firm F, is to announce uw, and the strategy of F, having one H- 

productivity is to offer uw, to him and to offer uw, otherwise. So the ex ante expected profits of F, 

and Fy are: 

11, °°(w,, s?= s4) = igen {B.4a] 

4 . 
9P°(wp,s s?= =s4)= igo" + Sha + oe [B.4b} 

APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF THE EQUILIBRIUM POLICY 

I define the following values used for deriving the equilibrium policy. 

bb b b 
X1:= TyPP(wp ery) ~ Wy PP(weryy) = MyPP(wy,,,) - Hy?(wy, 4) = pa" ° ig”! - Te [c.1] 

h_ 24 i 104 (C.2] — bb bb _ bb 

X2:= T,PP(wp,44) - H,P(uy,uy) = TPP(w,u4y,) - TyPP(wy,uy) = pam” - Bhat - 1 
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X3:= I, OO(s™= sq six s') - 1°°(s™ = &, si=s') = oar" - Tog - 

X4:= 1, °°(s™= sq’, si = w,) - T° °(s" = wp, s i=u)= bar" - ast - 

h_ 27 101 
X5:= 1,P(wy, s7= 84) - M1 ?°(wy, 8”= 84) = pst" - - T5E" - Toe 

_ _ 8h 240) 104 X6:= Ty P(uy, 87 = wy) - 1yP°%(w, 8? = wy) = Py_T" - FORT - TORY 

= 7 Wh 7 
X7:= T,P(wy, s7= sq) - H2?°(wp, 8? =) = 128" ~ 728" ~ 128” 

X8:= 11,°°(uy, s?= 4) - T1,°(u, s? =u) = oat - Toa" ~ Tos’ 

Comparing the values X1 to X8 we get: 

X3 > X4=X8 and X5 > X6 = X2 

1 22 61 X3-Xl= pat" + ia" + y5g¥ > 0 

X4-X1= oh y 225, 4 58 > 05X38 > X4=X8 > XI 728" + yog™! + jag” 

x4-x2= 16! 4 OU > 0X3 > X4=X8 > X2=X6 

X7 - X1 = Bal + fu > 0X7 > XI 

X4-X5 = foal + Oy > 0 

So we get the following string of inequalities. 

(a) X3 > X8=X4 > X5 > X2=X6; (b)X3 > X8=X4 > XI; 

Proof of Theorem 1 

If X1>0 => X7>0 and X3 > X8=X4 > X5 > X2=X6 > 0, then the set of equilibria is 

{(w4,, Wy), (s!= si, s?= s4), (w,,5 s?= s4), (s'= sis w),)}. We get the following matrix: 

(c) X7 > X1 

[C.3] 

[C.4] 

[C.5] 

(C.6] 

[C.7] 

[C.8]



b P, oO 
  

  

105A 105,A 109,h 105-h , 23,1, 64 
b | jos" > Toa? Toa" > T23" + Toe" + Tos’ 

Py h h I 105,h , 23,l, 64. 109 109 19-1 | 64 
128" + {28" + Tas” Tog” rs" +728" + [ogv» (same) 

0       
  

From this matrix it is seen that (0, 0) is the dominant policy profile. O 

Proof of Theorem 2 

(i) If X1 > 0 > X7>0 and X3 > X8=X4 > X5 > 0 > X2=X6, then the set of equilibria is 

{{(w,, p,), (4p, )}, (s!= si, s*= s4), (wp, s?= s3), (s'= si, w,)}. There are two symmetric 

equilibria in the subgame G>, TTP? (wy; wy) - TPP (u, wi) = pa - aan - we < 0 because 

iti = 8 7h _ 24,1 104 by the condition X2 = 1987 198" ~ Tox’ < 0. Each firm will choose the payoff dominant 

strategy (uw, 4). We get the following matrix: 

  

  

b Py oO 

104_h 24 I 104 104_h 24 1 104 109,h 105,h 23 _l 64 

b ize" +728" + i278” 287 + i287 tize”| i287 T87 +7987 + 78” 

P, 
105,h , 23,1, 64. 109_h 109,-h , 19 1 64, 109,h, 19 1, 64 

3 128" + 798" + Tos” T3387 128" = + 798" * 128” 128" + 728" + 728”       
  

  m1,°° - m1,>> = m1,°° - m1,°° -1 fh 17! 40, < 0 (because, X2 < 0) 

{ II,°° - m1,°° = 19 7! + 64 > 0. bo 

n,°° - Ty [287 + Tog” 2 

So {(b, b), (0, o)} are the two symmetric equilibria. 

Now, II,,°° - T1,.°° = (ah - a! - Qw) > 0 because X1> 05 7° - 0! > 14w => 2! 7! > 
128 

rh ee! > 14w> 9w. Hence, (0, 0) is the payoff dominant policy profile.



(ii) We get the same set of equilibria and hence the same result if the inequality: X7 > 0, X1 <0 

and X3 > X4=X8 > X5 > 0 > X6=X2 holds. Oo 

Proof of Theorem 3 

(i) If X1> 0 => X7>0 and if X3 > X4=X8 > 0 > X5 > X2=X6, then the set of equilibria is: 

wW,, Wr), (W, w)}, (si= sh, s2= s4), (uy, s2= 84), st= 5), w,)}. There are two symmetric h? “h bp *] d d ] d ad ™l 

equilibria in the subgame G**. As shown above, each firm will choose the payoff dominant 

strategy (4, 4). 

(ii) If X7 <0 > X1 <0 and X3 > X4=X8 > 0 > X5 > X2=X6 then the set of equilibria is 

{(w,, w), (s'= s}, s?= 83), (u,, s?= 82), (s'= sj, w,)}- 

(iii) If X7 >0 and X1 <0, X3 > X4=X8 > 0 > X5 > X2=X6 then also we get the same set of 

equilibria. We get the following matrix: 

  

  

b Po oO 

104,h , 24,1 104, 104,h , 24,1 | 104 101,h | 27,1, 101, 112,h | 16,1 | 64 
b | ya" +798" + T2a” Toe" +7787 toe” | toe" + i287 + Toe” TE" +798" tHe” 

Py 
112,h , 16,1, 64. 101_h , 27,1, 101 109,-h , 19,1, 64. 109, h , 16,1, 64 
728" +128" + 28” 728" + 72g" + Te” 728” +7287 + 728 128" + 7287 ti28” 

oO     
  

11,°? - PP = 1,>¢- 11, = Son! - Boa! AO = x4 > 0 

IV
 o 

m1,°° . 11,° — 11,°° . 11,°° _ bar" . eat - f= x3 

So, (0, 0) is the equilibrium policy profile. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 4 

We have the following cases. 

(i) If 0 > X7> 0 > X1 and X3 > 0 > X4=X8 > X5 > X2=X6 holds, then the set of equilibria is: 

2 2 {(w, w), {(s' =u, s? =u), (s'= 8}, 82= s2)}, (w, 8? =u), (s) =u, w,)}. There are two 

symmetric equilibria in the subgame G°°. Since X4 < 05> 7oa(H-L) - sos) < 0. 

_ = 40 Ty,°°(s!=s}, 8?=53) -Hy,°°(s! = wy, 8? = w)= 7Bg(H-L) - (yeu) < 0 

So each firm will choose the payoff dominant strategy strategy (s™(t'")=u,Vj; (m=1,2)). 

Therefore, the set of equilibria is {(w, 4), (s' = uw, s? =u), (w1, st = wh), (s! = wy, w)}. 

We get the same set of equilibria if the following inequalities hold. 

(ii) O>X7>0>X1l and0>X3> X8=X4 > X5 > X2=X6; 

(iii) X7 > 0 and X1 <0, X3 >0 > X4=X8 > X5 > X2=X6; 

(iv) X7 > 0 and X1 <0, 0 > X3 > X4=X8 > X5 > X2=XE. 

The ex ante expected profit of a firm F,,, (m=1,2) for any pair of policies (p,, Pp) is: 

Ta? = ioaH + AeL- w). Therefore, any policy is an equilibrium policy. a) 

Proof of Theorem 5 

Gi) If X7 <0 > X1 <0 and X3 > X4=X8 > X5 > X2=X6 > 0 hold, then the set. of equilibria is 

{{(wy,, wy), (wp, w,)}, (s'= si, s?= s4), (uw; st= wi), (sl = WwW, w,)}. Suppose (w,,, w;) is the 

resultant equilibrium in the subgame G™, we get the following matrix: 

  

  

b Py oO 

112_h 98_A 112-h 98 l 
b | 3987 > Ta8™ + pon! + 128 Dae Te" ° Br + pat + DEY 

Py 98 _h a! 112_h 109,h . 19-1 
123" + tat + 78" 128" T23” + 738" + 5! (same) 

Oo       
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4 h_ 30,1 _ 98 . 7 bb b_ 14, hn 301 98 
X7< Os ah gl cS oo ~ 747 < qu: We get: II, - 1,° = T9987 - T2987 - Tage < O- 

m1, . 11,°° _ 11,°° . 11,°° _ 3h 19,1 64 
= 9g" ~ T2987" ~ yas” <9 

1,56 - 11,°° = 0 

So (0, 0) is the dominant policy profile. The same is true if (4), «,) is the resultant equilibrium 

in the subgame Gb. 

(ii) If X7 >0 and X1 <0 and X3 > X4=X8 > X5 > X6=X2 holds, then the set of equilibria is 

the same as (i). In this case also (0, 0) is the dominant policy profile. 0 
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Chapter 4 

Timing of Wage Tenders 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the market for newcomers to the white-collar labor force it is sometimes observed 

that firms announce and commit to a particular wage after receiving specific information about 

applicants’ productivity. A typical example is the British academic market. Some British 

universities and colleges announce a job opening for lectureships and after soliciting applications 

send the applicants particulars about the post which also include nonoverlapping wage ranges 

that are fixed and nonnegotiable. 

The motivation for this paper stems from the above type of labor market institution. 

The question analyzed is that if “announcing a wage” is the strategy rule to be followed by the 

firms, then what should be the equilibrium timing of the wage announcement: before receiving 

specific information about applicants productivity or after receiving specific information about 

applicants’ productivity. Firms first simultaneously commit themselves to the timing of a wage 

tender and afterwards compete contingent on the chosen types of timing. 

In chapter 2, the consequences of announcing and committing to a wage prior to 

receiving information about applicants’ productivity was discussed. In chapter 3, two 

recruitment policies, whether to announce and commit to a wage a priori or to offer wages 

privately after deriving specific information about applicants’ productivity, were compared. The 

equilibrium policy to be followed by the firms at the start of the hiring process was 

endogenously determined. 
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Questions about commitment to a particular strategy have been addressed before by 

Gal-Or (1985) and Dowrick (1986). They have shown that in a Stackelberg type of game with 

time of commitment as the strategic choice, firms are unwilling to commit first when the 

reaction curves are downward sloping. With upward sloping reaction curves, it is advantageous 

to commit first. The outcome is a conflict over the choice of roles: which firm should be the 

leader and which firm should be the follower. When goods are substitutes (complements) the 

reaction curves in terms of quantities are downward (upward) sloping and the reaction curves in 

terms of prices are upward (downward) sloping (Singh and Vives, 1984). 

When goods are substitutes, an increase in the output by the leader requires the follower 

to reduce its output to at least partially restore its profit margin. Correspondingly, it is optimal 

for the follower to increase its price when the leader increases its price if the marginal cost of the 

follower is constant. This intuitively explains the nature of the reaction curves when the goods 

are substitutes. The nature of the reaction curves if the goods are complements can be similarly 

explained. 

In this chapter the problem of time of commitment to a wage is studied in the context 

of a labor market where the productivity of applicants is firm-specific and hence, is independent 

across firms. Each firm has no prior information about individual productivity and only knows 

the distribution of the applicants’ productivity. Gal-Or and Dowrick considered substitutes and 

complements but did not take into account market uncertainty. They analyzed the question of 

time of commitment to a strategy from the seller’s point of view where the firms were 

competing with each other in prices or output. In contrast I investigate the timing of 

announcement and commitment to a wage when the firms are competing with each other to buy 

labor services in the presence of uncertainty about a possible match. 

The equilibrium timing of wage tender is determined endogenously by comparing the ex 

ante expected profits of the firms associated with the equilibrium wage announced under the two 
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policies. For certain constellations of parametric values, we get different equilibrum wages to be 

announced under the different policies. It turns out that the lack of prior information and, hence 

the uncertainty about the possible match, always yields announcing a wage after receiving 

specific information about applicants’ productivity as an equilibrium policy. However, if a low 

wage is the equilibrium outcome under both timings, then announcing a wage ex ante and 

announcing a wage ex post are consistent with equilibrium. This explains the coexistence of 

different timings of wage tender. 

The paper is organized as follows. The model is presented in section I. In Section III, | 

discuss the results of the different subgames, with proofs in appendix 1. In Section IV, I 

endogenously determine the equilibrium of wage tender, the derivations are provided in 

appendix 2. 

Hi. THE MODEL 

There are three applicants a,, a , a3, and two firms F, and F,. All applicants and firms 

know that an applicant can be of high (H) or low (L) productivity and these are firm-specific 

productivities. Let W = {wy «,} be the set of high and low wage, respectively, from which each 

firm selects a wage. All applicants are newcomers to white-collar jobs. It is assumed that each 

firm has one vacancy. 

It is also assumed that H > L, uw, > uj, wy, > L,H- uw, > H-w, > L- uw, > 0. The 

last string of inequalities imply that a firm gets maximum surplus by hiring an H-productivity 

applicant by paying him Ww). Also it is weakly more profitable to hire an H-productivity 

applicant and pay him w, than to hire an L-productivity applicant and pay him Wy The 

inequality w, = L implies that a firm will pay a high wage, if at all, to an H-productivity 
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applicant only. 

Hiring by a firm depends on the wage announced by both the firms, productivity of the 

applicants in both the firms, and the recipients of the firms’ job offer. The hiring process can be 

described as an extensive form game consisting of the following stages. 

Stage Q: Let X,,; be a family of independent random variables (b=1,2,3; i=1,2) where X,, 

3 

assumes value H and L each with probability 5 There are (2) = 2= 8 possible 

combinations of the firm-specific productivities of the three applicants in a firm which is shown 

in Table 1 below. (3) means that q out of three applicants are of H-productivity in a firm. There 

are 2° possible combinations of the firm-specific productivities of the three applicants in the two 

firms. Each firm knows this distribution ex ante. Let T! = {H, L}° be the set of all possible 

types of a firm F; (i=1,2). A type is a list of the firm-specific productivities, one for each 

applicant. T! has 23 elements which we label tt (j=1,2,..8). We can assume (a) to (c). 

(a) sh = {t*| j=1,2,3,4}, is the set of types of firm F,; having at least two H-productivity 

applicants. 

(b) ‘h = {t*| j=5,6,7}, is the set of types of firm F; having exactly one H-productivity 

applicant. 

(c) T} = {ti} is the singleton containing the types of firm F; that has only L-productivity 

applicants: ti = (L, L, L). 

Stage 1: In this stage the firms simultaneously, choose a policy p;€ {b, a}. ‘b’ denotes the policy 

to announce and commit to a wage before receiving specific information about applicants’ 

productivity. ‘a’ denotes the policy to announce and commit to a wage after receiving specific 

information about applicants’ productivity. 
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Stage 2: After choosing a policy, both firms announce a job opening, simultaneously. If a firm 

chooses the policy ‘b’, then that firm announces and commits itself to a particular wage in this 

stage. 

Stage 3: In reponse to the advertisement in stage 2, all applicants apply simultaneously to both 

the firms. I assume that there is no transaction cost to applying. From the applications each 

firm derives the firm-specific productivities of the applicants, i.e. each firm knows its own type 

which is private information. An applicant has no information about the firm’s evaluation. So 

applying to both the firms is the dominant strategy. 

Stage 4: In this stage each firm makes at most one offer. A firm having q number of H- 

productivity applicants makes an offer to each with probability & (q=1,2,3). An applicant 

receiving offers from both firms then he accepts the highest offer. If both firms make the same 

offer to the same applicant then he chooses each firm’s offer with probability 5: An applicant 

receiving one offer accepts it because he has no information about the firms’ evaluation and, 

hence is not sure of getting any further offers. 

Stage 5: This stage regards the behavior of a rejected firm, if any, in stage 3. A rejected firm 

may or may not make an offer in this stage. This depends on the policy chosen by the firm, the 

wage announced by that firm, and the productivity of the remaining two applicants in that 

firm. 

Let G?1?2 be the subgame beginning at stage 2 after each firm has chosen a policy P; 

(i=1,2) in stage 1. Note that each of these subgames begins at the pre-application stage. Let 

Wy iP2 be the pure strategy space of a firm F; (i=1,2) for each of the subgames G?1?2, The 
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equilibrium policy is endogeneously determined by comparing the ex ante expected profit n? 1P2 

(i=1,2) associated with the equilibrium set of strategies of each of the subgames. 

The ex ante expected profits for each subgame are calculated by the process of backward 

induction. Let QPrP2(wPrP2, wy 1P2| th, t2) be the conditional probability that a firm F, (i=1,2) . 

hires an H-productivity applicant when (wi rP2, wy iP2) is the strategy profile of the two firms 

given their types. So the overall probability that a firm F, hires an H-productivity applicant if 

(p}, Pz) are the policies chosen by the firms and the strategy profile is (wi 1P2, w»1P2) is given by 

8 
P}P9/__ P1P P\P 4 1 P1P9/..PiP P\P i 42 QPP 2(whtPa, woiPa) = 4 y 7 ( > 1a 2(wP1P2, wPiP2 | ti, t2)) + 

t.¢€ T! = 

3 2h 

8 
P3P DG WeareewksP2, wPP2 |e, 2) 

teTi, k=! 

Co
le

s 

The probability that a firm F,; hires an L-productivity applicant, if at all, is 

Pp Pp : REIPA(wPAP2, wh tP2) = F(a - QPAPa(wyP2, whtP2 | THE) + § 

In the next section I shall provide the results for each of the subgames Gbb. Ga gab 

and G>®. The derivation of the results are given in the appendix. Throughout the paper I will 

use the following notations: ri =H- Ws a=L- w7; and w = wy, - w). 

IJ.1. RESULTS OF THE SUBGAME Gb 

If announcing a wage without receiving specific information about applicants’ 

productivity is the policy chosen by both the firms, then each firm each firm F; will announce 

bb and commit to a wage w;'- € wbb = W, a priori, along with the announcement of a job 
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opening. For each (wbb. wb) € wb x wb, let Gbbyybb, wbb) denote the subgame beginning 

Gbb (wb wbb) - 
immediately after the wage announcements have been made. In this case 

bb bb bb ‘ b fect Gry. It turns out that each of the subgames G (wbb , Wy) has unique subgame perfec 

expected ex ante equilibrium payoffs Tb ywbb ; wbby, Given the knowledge of these payoffs, the 

analysis of the payoffs reduces to the analysis of the reduced game in normal form: 

rbb — (¢F,, F,}, We, m>b, (i = 1, 2)). 

Lemma 1 

The payoff functions rb (Po, wh) and Pb 7h, wh) are represented in the following matrix: 

  

  

rbb 
Wo 

Wp, Ww) 

105 _A 112 hh 

Wh, T28 ™ T28 ™ 

105 _hA 98 kh 30 l 98 

Tas ™ 128 ™ +987" +725” 

rbb 
Wi 

98 h 30 _l 98 104 x! 104 

j28 ™ +7987 + Tog ioe a! + i557 + T3g V 

, 112 _h 104 x! 4 104 
Ww) 128 7 193 a! + ost + 138’       
  

The derivation of this matrix is discussed in chapter 2. 

1.2. RESULTS OF THE SUBGAME G®* 

In this case both firms announce and commit to a wage, simultaneously, after deriving 

specific information about applicants’ productivity, i.e. each firm announces and commits to a 

wage after learning its own type. Each firm believes that the other firm could be any one of the 
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types with equal probability. The equilibrium wage announced by a firm F; (i=1,2) at the post- 

application stage is defined as follows. 

Definition 1 

The Bayesian Equilibrium wage announced by a firm is defined as a mapping (pure strategy 

rule) S24; Ti+ W** such that, for each tt € Ti, s(t!) € argmax aa . > maw, soA(tT), 

i a = 

Hh, ), (i,m =1,2;i # m). 

For each (s#4, s84) € S94 x S84, let G44(s84, 584) denote the subgame beginning 

immediately after the announcements sa4 and so have been mace It turns out that each of the 

subgames G(s, s$) has unique subgame perfect payoffs 5 > 722 (524 (41), sar), tl . ti), 

(i, m = 1, 2;1 4m). 

Consequently, the ex ante expected payoff of a firm F,; (i = 1, 2) of the subgame Ga 

beginning at the pre-application stage (i.e. at stage 2) for each (s®4, s9*) is: 

8 8 

mP*(s84, 582) = b SLED PAGER), SACU) thy UH, (Gm = 1, i xm), 

Given the knowledge of these payoffs and the underlying equilibria, the analysis of the 

entire subgame G® reduces to the analysis of the reduced game in normal form: 

r — ({F,, F,}, S24, $24, 0, 122). 

An analysis of the subgame G* for each (s**, s9#) and the derivation of the ex ante expected 

payoffs is provided in appendix 1. 

Let us consider the subgame beginning at the post-application stage. If a firm learns 

that there are at least two H-productivity applicants or only L-productivity applicants, that firm 
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will announce w,. Since there are two firms each firm can hire in at most two rounds. So if a 

firm has at least two H-productivity applicants it will surely hire one of them, hence, will get 

maximum surplus by announcing w,. If a firm has only L-productivity applicants it will 

announce w,, by assumption. If a firm has exactly one H-productivity applicant it can either 

announce w, or w;. So the strategy space sa4 of a firm F, (i=1,2) in this subgame G* is: 

wp j=5,6,7 
S34 = {s®@, s®4) with s®@(ti) = and s®@(tt) = w). 

w, otherwise 

Lemma 2 

The payoff functions 74 (1 = 1, 2) of the reduced game [°° are represented in the following 

  

  

matriz: 

Ss}? 

sod sia 

s84 |] 109 gh 16 gl, 64, | 2 ghy 1G gly 4, 

ioe + ie t+ Be + bet + eT + toe 4 

si? 
1o1 7h , 27 pt 1O1,, | 104k, 24 21, 104 J, 
12 128 128 128 128 12       
  

11.3. RESULTS OF THE SUBGAME G>@ 

In this subgame firm F, announces and commits to a wage before receiving specific 

information about applicants’ productivity. Firm F announces a job opening only, solicits 
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applications, and after deriving specific information about applicants’ productivity, announces 

and commits to a wage. 

This subgame has a leader-follower structure. F; announces a wage which F, observes, 

incorporates that wage into its expected profit function, and then announces a wage that 

maximizes its expected profit. F, announces a wage that maximizes its expected profit by taking 

into consideration F.’s possible strategies. Thus F, behaves like a leader while F, behaves like a 

follower. 

Definition 2 

The equilibrium in this subgame is defined as a pair (wba , sba = s$*) which satisfies the 

following conditions. 

(i) At the pre-application “tage firm F, announces a wage wba € W such that 

wba € argmax § Le oa #(w, sP4(t2), th, t)}. 
Ww € w 8 

(ii) Firm F, announces a wage sba2) € gba = S% at the post-application stage such that 

for each t? € T’, sb a4?) € argmax , . So bau", wW, th, t?). 

The ex ante expected payoffs of the firms in the subgame qba beginning at the pre- 

application period for each (wba, gba) are: 

8 

te Thaw, sbaceR), eh, eB 
k=] 

Ui
 

i} 
be

m 

qa, ba bay _ _ 
» So 

J 

8 8 
ba; ba .b MAP, SBA) = S> LL So abacus, sbacez), eh, egy}. 

k=1 j=l 

Given the knowledge of these payoffs the analysis of the subgame G4 reduces to the 
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analysis of the reduced game in normal form: pba — ({F,, Fo}, wha, gba, yb, mb), The 

derivation of the ex ante expected payoffs is shown in appendix 1. 

Lemma 3 

The payoff functions mee and mee are represented in the following matriz: 

  

  

ba 
S3 

ba ba 
Sod S2c 

109_h 112 _A 

Wh 128” Tag 7 

103 _h 16 I 64 98 h 30 l 98 

1238" +799" +328” | tas” +1287 + 128” 

ba 

Wi 92 h 36 l 92 104 _h 24 l 104 

y28"™ +799" + Tag¥ joa ™ +7397 + ig’ 

112 _h 16 l 64 104 _h 24 l 104 

ad | ie ™ + 79g" + Tog’ 28" +3987 +198”       
  

The payoffs of the subgame G> are symmetric to those of the subgame Gba, 

IV. ENDOGENIZING THE TIMING OF WAGE TENDER 

We will use the information condensed in the derivation of the ex ante expected profit of 

the firms in each of the subgames for endogenizing the equilibrium timing of wage tender. Let G 

be the game beginning in stage 1. 

Given the knowledge of the expected ex ante payoffs qPiP2 (i = 1, 2) and the 

underlying equilibria of each of the subgames GPiP2, the analysis of the entire game G reduces 

to the analysis of the reduced game in normal form: 

P= ({Fy, Fa}, Py, Py, UP!P2(wPsP2, wh1P2), P1P2(wPrP2, wPrPayy, 
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I shall state the results in this section. The proofs are provided in the appendix 2. 

The equilibria for each of the subgames GP1P2 is determined by the method of 

backward induction. For different conditions (shown in appendix 2) we get different sets of 

equilibria. The set of equilibria is defined as: 

E = {(wPb, whby, (saa, 52%), (wba, sb), (58, w2by} © {(wPP x wp?) x (S94 x S34) x 

(wba x gba) x (sab x way}, The equilibrium timing of wage tender is determined by comparing 

the ex ante expected profits associated with the equilibria in the set E. I will only consider the 

equilibrium timing for pure strategy equilibria of each of the subgames GPiP2, 

Theorem 1 

If {(w,, w,), (s94, 524), (w,, sP4), (s*®, w,)} is the set of equilibria then both firms will announce hy “~h Id? °2d Ay °2d Id’ “A 

and commit to a wage after receiving specific information about applicants’ productivity. 

In this case announcing a high wage is the equilibrium strategy for a firm announcing a 

wage a priori. The equilibrium strategy for a firm announcing a wage after receiving specific 

information is to announce a high wage, if there is exactly one H-productivity applicant; 

otherwise announce a low wage. The ex ante expected profit associated with the equilibria when 

both firms announce a wage after receiving specific information exceeds those associated with the 

equilibria in the other subgames. So announcing a wage after receiving specific information is 

the unique equilibrium timing. 

There is no first-mover advantage for firms announcing a wage a priori because the job 

offers are made simultaneously. On the contrary, it is costly for firms to announce a wage 

without receiving specific information in the sense that it increases the probability of a firm’s 

position remaining vacant. This is evident from the payoffs associated with the above mentioned 

strategies under the four subgames. So in the Gal-Or sense, both firms act as followers in 
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equilibrium. The informational advantage of a firm announcing a wage after receiving specific 

information, is clearly reflected by its strategy choice. 

Even though firms commit to a wage after soliciting applications, which is the 

equilibrium timing in this case, it is possible that a firm may not hire in equilibrium. It might 

be the case that both firms have exactly one and the same H-productivity applicant. Then both 

firms will announce a high wage and make the offer to the same applicant who then will accept 

a firm’s offer randomly. Since the rejected firm has also committed itself to a high wage it will 

not hire. The other possible equilibrium outcomes are: applicants with different productivities 

receiving the same wage, applicants with different productivities receiving the same wage, 

applicants with the same productivity receiving the same wage, and applicants with different 

productivities receiving different wages. So the equilibrium outcome may not result in a wage 

differential. 

Theorem 2 

If {{(w,, wy), (wy, w,)}, (895, 834), (wy, sba), (s28, w,)} is the set of equilibria then both firms 

will announce and commit to a wage after receiving specific information about applicants’ 

productivity. 

Under the hypothesis of theorem 2, we see that there are two asymmetric equilibria in 

the subgame where both firms announce a wage a priori. A comparison of the expected ex ante 

profits associated with the equilibria inumerated in theorem 2 yields announcement of a wage 

after receiving specific information about applicants’ productivity as the equilibrium timing. The 

other implications are the same as before. 
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Theorem 3 

If {{(wp, wz), (wy, w,)}, (S39, $39), (Wp, sba), (sab, w,,)} is the set of equilibria then both firms 

will announce and commit to a wage after receiving specific information about applicants’ 

productivity. 

In this case we hypothesize two asymmetric equilibria (w,, w,) and (w,, w,) in the 

subgame where both firms announce a wage in advance. There are also asymmetric equilibria in 

the subgame where one firm announces a wage in advance while the other firm announces a 

wage after receiving specific information about applicants’ productivity. Namely, the firm 

announcing a wage a priori announces high wage while the other firm announces a low wage. 

Here, too, both firms would commit to a strategy after receiving specific information and hence 

behave as followers. 

Theorem 4 

If {(w,, w,), (s94, 533), (wz, 883), (s94, w,)} is the set of equilibria then both firms will announce 

a wage after receiving specific information about applicants’ productivity. g & p 

Here, announcing a low wage is the equilibrium strategy when both firms announce a 

wage a priori. So neither firm’s position remains vacant. Announcing a high wage if there is 

exactly one H-productivity applicant and otherwise announcing a low wage is the equilibrium 

strategy, when both firms announce a wage after receiving specific information. It is possible 

that a firm’s position might remain vacant. In the leader-follower subgame, announcing a high 

wage is the equilibrium strategy for a firm announcing a wage in advance, whereas announcing a 

high wage if there is exactly one H-productivity applicant and otherwise announcing a low wage 

is the equilibrium strategy for a firm announcing a wage after receiving information about 
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applicants’ productivity. In this case, though a firm’s position might remain vacant when both 

firms announce a wage ex post, it turns out to be the equilibrium timing. The cost of a firm’s 

position remaining vacant is less than the benefit of the firm’s position being filled - the latter 

occuring when both firms announce a low wage a priori. 

Theorem 5 

If {(w,, w,), (s72, 532), (wy, sda), (sab, w,)} is the set of equilibria then announce a wage before 

receiving specific information about applicants’ productivity and announce a wage after 

receiving specific information about applicants’ productivity are both equilibrium policies. 

In this case we see that announcing a low wage is the equilibrium in al] the subgames. 

The ex ante expected profit associated with a low wage strategy profile is the same for all the 

policies. Hence, to announce a wage a priori and to announce a wage ex post are both 

equilibrium timings. This supports the coexistence of different timing of wage tender. The 

British colleges and universities always announce the same wage range for a lecturer whether 

they announce it along with the job advertisement or after soliciting applications. In this case 

we see that they are no conflict about which firm should announce it a priori and which firm 

should announce ex post. 

On the contrary, in the U. S. academic market it is usually the choice between 

announcing a wage in advance and offering a wage privately. This issue has been addressed in 

chapter 2. 
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Vv. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we endogenized the timimg of the wage tender. When a firm announced a 

wage in advance, its choice was either to announce a high wage or a low wage. On the contrary, 

when a firm announced a wage after soliciting applications, its choice was either to announce a 

high wage if there was exactly one H-productivity applicant and announce a low wage otherwise, 

or to announce a low wage irrespective of its type. The informational advantage in the second 

case was that a firm knew the productivity of the applicants before announcing a wage. 

The equilibrium timing of wage announcement was determined by the method of 

backward induction. For different sets of inequalities we got different sets of equilibria for the 

subgames. Comparison of the expected ex ante profit associated with these equilibria determined 

the equilibrium timing of wage tender endogenously. 

The uncertainty of a possible match and the risk of a firm’s position remaining vacant 

lead announcing and commiting to a wage after receiving specific information about applicants’ 

productivity to be always an equilibrium timing of wage tender. Both firms gained by being the 

“second-mover” and hence there was no conflict regarding the role of the firms in terms of the 

timing of wage tender. However, if a low wage was the equilibrium strategy in all the subgames 

then announcing a wage in advance and announcing a wage ex post were both equilibria. There 

were no conflict regarding which firm should follow which policy. In equilibrium one fim’s 

position may remain vacant and the equilibrium outcomes may not exhibit wage differential. 

Applicants with different productivities might receive the same wage, applicants with the same 

productivity might receive different wages, and applicants with different productivities might 

receive different wages. 
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APPENDIX 1 

In this section I will analyze the subgames G®* (both firms announce a wage after 

soliciting applications), gba (F, announces a wage before receiving applications and Fy, 

announces a wage after receiving applications), and Gab which is symmetric to the subgame 

Gba, 

Since there are two firms each firm can hire in at most two rounds. If a firm has at least 

two H-productivity applicants that firm will surely an H-productivity applicant irrespective of 

the type and the wage announced by the other firm. This holds true for all the subgames. 

8 
. ; ‘ . 4 . 

So QPiPa(whtP2, weiPayrs,) = 4 S> {ES aPtPacwPtP2, wDtP2 i, ey} = 41 will 
tieTi, k= 

determine the probability of hiring an H-productivity applicant if there is exactly one of them in 

a firm under the different subgames. I assume that sP1P2(42) = sP1P2(44) = sP1P2c¢s), i.e., a firm 

having one H-productivity applicant have symmetric strategies. I will determine the probability 

of hiring an H-productivity assuming that F, is of type t} i.e., a, is the only H-productivity 

applicant in F,. This would be the same for tg and tz because the strategies are symmetric. 

I. ANALYSIS OF THE SUBGAME G** 

In this subgame both firms announce a wage after receiving specific information about 

applicants’ productivity. The strategy space of a firm F; is S94 = {si so}, (i=1,2). For each 

pair of strategy profile (s®4, s8#) © S94 x S84 | will determine the probability of hiring an H- 
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productivity applicant if there is exactly one of them. Consequently, I will determine the overall 

probability of hiring an H-productivity applicant, the probability of hiring an L-productivity 

applicant, and the exante expected profit of a firm for each pair of strategy profile. 

1.1. Analysis of G(s) 854) 

In this case each firm announces a high wage after it learns that there is exactly one H- 

productivity applicant in that firm, otherwise announces a low wage. The probability of hiring 

1 (k=1,2,3,4,6,7,8) 
1 42 an H-productivity applicant is: Qs (s14; Sod | ts, t i] 1 (k=5) . If firm F, has at 

least two H-productivity applicant then that firm will announce w). In this case F, will surely 

hire the H-productivity applicant because even if both the firms make the offer to the same 

applicant F, will hire him because it has announced a high wage. The same holds true if F, has 

only L-productivity applicants (t2). If F, is of type t2 or t2, it means that different applicants 

are of H-productivity in the two firms, hence F, will surely hire its only H-productivity 

applicant. If both firms have exactly one and the same H-productivty applicant, then both firms 

will make the offer to him and he will accept each offer with probability 5 Therefore, the 

probability that F, has exactly one H-productivity applicant and that firm hires him is Qr (sii: 

15 S54 | Ti) = (f+ 5 x 5) = 16 The probability of not hiring is i€ 

So the overall probability that a firm F; (i=1,2) hires an H-productivity applicant is: 

45 _ 109 Qe (se4, soq) = a+ Tos = Tos The overall probability of hiring an L-productivity applicant is: 

16 R}*(st a> soq) = Tos" In this subgame the probability of a firm’s position remaining vacant is 

is Therefore, the ex ante expected profit of each firm F, (i=1,2) is: 

aa — 109 16). 45 80, — 109 7h, 16 71, 64 TS td> Sod) = Tag H+ gag} - Tog Yn - Tag Yt = fog + Tog + TR [1-1] 
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1.2. Analysis of G44(s94, 852) 

In this subgame each firm announces uy irrespective of its type. Assuming F' is of type 

ts we get the following conditional probabilities. 

(i) Qi (sie: Soe | td, t?) = > and the corresponding R** = 7 (k=1, 8). If F, has only H or L- 

productivity applicants then that firm can make the offer to applicant a, with probability in 

which case he will accept each firm’s offer with probability 5 If F, makes an offer to one of the 

remaining two applicants F, hires a, for sure. 

(ii) QP (si2 le? spe | th ,t?) = + and the corresponding R** =4 (k=2, 3). The reasoning is similar 

as (i). 

iii) Q24(s44, <8 | ¢), t? = | (k=4, 7, 6). In this case applicant a, who is of H-productivity in 1 “ic? "2c ! "5 1 

firm F, is of L-productivity in firm F, hence, firm F, will hire him for sure. 

1 (iv) QT (sie: Se | t2, t2) = 5 and the corresponding R$* = x If firm F, is also of type t? then 

both firms will make the offer to a, who will accept each firm’s offer with probability 5 

So the conditional probability that a firm having exactly one H-productivity applicant 

hires him is: QM (sie, soe sy. | Ty w= «(2 + +34 5S) = = 20 The conditional probability that 

a firm having one H-productivity applicant hires an L-productivity applicant is = ot So the 

overall probability of hiring an H-productivity applicant is QP (sie: Sje) = = ane The probability 

of hiring an L-productivity applicant and realizing a profit of is Re (sie, Spe )= ae In this 

subgame none of the firm’s position remains vacant. Therefore, the ex ante expected profit of 

each firm F; (i= 1, 2) is: 

104 24 104 OP (sf2, 892) = jog H+ fog b- er = og 8" + fay + 138 [1.2 
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1.3. Analysis of Gta) 87¢) 

In this case firm F, announces wu, if it learns that there is exactly one H-productivity 

applicant, otherwise announces w,. Firm F, announces « irrespective of its type. In this 

subgame F, will surely hire an H-productivity applicant even if both firms make the job offer to 

the same applicant. So the overall probability that F, hires an H-productivity applicant is 

QT (sia: soe) = ie and the probability of hiring an L-productivity applicant is R@@ (sta) so) 

16 
128° 

Let us now determine the probability that F. hires an H-productivity applicant 

assuming it is of type t2. 

(i) Q34(s%4, s52 | t2, th) and the corresponding R34 for j=1,2,3,4,6,7,8, are the same as in the 

subgame G@* (si2, sic). 

(ii) Q34(s%4, s52 | t2, t!) = 0 because both firms have a, as the only H-productivity applicant 

and so both firms will make an offer to him inwhich case F, will hire him for sure because that 

firm has announced w, and F, will hire an L-productivity applicant. 

So the conditional probability that F. has exactly one H-productivity applicant and it 

hires him is Qe (st soe | Ti 1) = 3X (e + j + 3) = 8 The conditional probability that F 

hires an L-productivity applicant is Rs4 (sta, sie | Tih) = 4R° 5° the overall probability that F, 

hires an H-productivity applicant is Qi (sq: ssc) = wi, The overall probability that a firm 

hires an L-productivity applicant is R34 (sia) se) = a So the ex ante expected profits of the 

two firms are: 

aa 16 i , 64 
Mi (sig Se) = Tag 7" + ag + Tap s 

[1.3] 

101 o7 1, 101 
13 (sta S2e) = Tog T+ Tog * + Tog # 

The analysis of the subgame G94(s, sq) is symmetric. 
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Il. ANALYSIS OF THE SUBGAME G>? 

In this subgame F, announces a wage before receiving specific information about 

applicants while F, announces a wage after receiving specific information about applicants’ 

productivity. The strategy spaces of F, and F, are, wba = {w,, w,} and gba = Si4 = {sba, 

gba, respectively. I will determine the probability of hiring an H-productivity applicant if there 

ba’ gba) | will is exactly one H-productivity applicant in each firm, for each pair of strategies (w,", S5 

assume that F, and F, are of types ts and 2, respectively. 

II.1. Analysis of Ghay,,, gba) 

In this subgame F, announces w, while F, announces w, if there are at least two H- 

productivity applicants or only L-productivity applicants and announces w, if there is exactly 

one H-productivity applicant. I will first determine the probability that F, hires an H- 

productivity applicant and then determine the probability that F, hires an H-productivity 

applicant. 

1 for k=1,2,3,4,6,7,8 

QPA(wp, spe | ti, 4) -{1 for k=3 . The reason is the same as in I.1. 

So the conditional probability probability that F, has exactly one H-productivity applicant and 

hires him is Q; bac, sb «| Tl) = BR, So the overall probability that F, hires an H-productivity 

applicant is Q; bar, , sb) = ae 

The conditional probability that F, is of type ‘2 and hires the H-productivity applicant 

for each type of F, are as follows. 

ba 2) _ 5 qb ~ 3 fe b b 
Q2" (Hrs spa | th, tZ) = e QP*(wp, 8? soa | tis 03) = q =2,3), Q2 (War Soq | thy th) = 

(j=4,6,7,8), qb a CO 5 | th, t 2) = 5 for similar reasons as discussed in I. So the conditional 
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probability that F, has exactly one H-productivity applicant and hires him is Qa, sba | 

T?,) = 4% and the probability of not hiring is iz 

So the overall probability that F, hires an H-productivity or an L-productivity applicant are 

Qra(w,, sba) — 105 and RAW, s sa) = re So the ex ante expected profits are: 
2d 128 

mba(u,, sb 5) = ie 

[2.1] 

b ba, _ h I 64 
T1)4(w,, Soq) = Tag ™ + jog ™ + jag ¥ 

11.2. Analysis of G>®(w,, s>2) 

In this subgame F, announces w, before receiving specific information and F, announces 

w, after receiving specific information, irrespective of its type. The ex ante expected profits of 

the firms are the same as in [.2. 

cw
 

b b 104 xh 94 1 10 

Ty*(wy S2¢:) = Tog T+ Pog ™ + Tog # 

[2.2] 

MP 9(wz, sh) = TO ah 4 2H gt 4 104 

11.3. Analysis of Ghac.,, aba) 

In this subgame F, announces w, before receiving specific information while Fy, 

announces w, irrespective of its type, after receiving specific information. In this case F, will 

surely hire an H-productivity applicant if there is at least one of them. Even if both firms make 

the offer to the same applicant F, will hire him because it has announced a higher wage. So 

Qbaw,, sb c) = ie 
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Assuming F, is of type 2, the conditional probabilities that F, hires the H-productivity 

applicant or an L-productivity applicant for each type of F, are: Qu, gba | ti, t?) = 

ie sba | 3, 2) = F j=2,3), QB (wp, sb3 | th, 12) = 1 (5=4,6,7,8), RP(Wpy 9 | ‘ t3) = 

1 RP Bw, So ba | ti, t?) = = 5 (= 2,3), R>AW,, sbe ba | te, t?) = 1. The reasoning is the same as 

before. So the conditional probabilities that F, has exactly one H-productivity applicant and 

hires him or an L-productivity applicant are qba (wr, gba | T2= = and RAW, sb! ba ~ | T?,) = 

14 
128° 

So the overall probability that F, hires an H-productivity or an L-productivity 

applicant are: 

Qbau,, sb) = = * and ROA, So¢ ba) = a So the ex ante expected profits of the firms are: 

= J28 

[2.3] 

ba ba = 78x 30° 98° 
1p *(wps 820) = tg T+ Tog 128 

11.4. Analysis of Gbay.,,, gba) 

In this subgame F, announces w, before receiving specific information about applicants’ 

productivity. F, announces w, if there is exactly one H-productivity applicant and announces w, 

if there are at least two H-productivity or only L-productivity applicants, after receiving specific 

information about applicants’ productivity. 
Coad 

Assuming that F, is of type ts, the probabilities that F, hires the H-productivity 

applicant or an L-productivity applicant are 

 (k=1) 4 (k=1) 

QP8(w,, so4 | t3, 12) = th k=2,3) and RPA(w), sP@ | th, t2) = f (k=2,3). 

1 (k=4,6,7) 1 (k=5,8) 
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So Qhaya,, sP Sq | Ti) = xf and Raw, sba | Th) = a So the overall probabilities of F, 

2) = 82 and RPA(w,, sb) = 3o hiring an H or an L-productivity applicant are Qbacu,, sb a 

For F, the probability of hiring an H or an L-productivity applicant are the same as 

discussed in I.3. So the ex ante expected profits of the firms are: 

b b 92 _h i 
TP *(4), oq) = Tv + jog 7 + jag 

[2.4] 

The analysis of the subgame Ga is symmetric. 

APPENDIX 2 

I this section I will derive the equilibrium timing of wage tender. I define the following 

variables: 

bb h ‘ 
C:= I, (w,, wp) - mba, wp) = bbw, wy) - mba, w)) = Tost" - 4.29! - 14w) = oR . 

Dix HPP(wp, 4) - WPP(wp, 0p) = TZ?(wp, wy) - 2P(wp wy) = Bgl" - Ba! - 130) = FBga. 

Now d >c. So we get the following pairs of relationships between C and D: (C >0, D> 0), 

(C<0,D>0,C<0, D<0). 

M:= TI}*(st4, 86g) - U?4(sié, 324) = Wy *(stG Sq) - UF8(s84, she) = pag t"-1.3752!-4.625w) = 

mM. 128 

Nis DP*(stGs spe) - WP@(sf2, 932) = 134(682, 324) - 19(592, 588) = Soa! - a! - 5w) = Bon. 
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We get the following relationships: M > N > C,M > N > D 

} 17, Uy:= WP8(w,, sP) - MPA, D8) = DE (a! - 2.120! - 5.41w) = FoR 

/ Vy:= TP (wpy spo) - UPA(wy, sho) = sBa(a" - 3x! - 13w) = 78av, = D 

We get the following relationships: U; > V, =D, U, > C. 

Us:= I bai, s sb4) - maw, s bay — = zat" - 2m! - 4.86) = aR" 

ttl Zz
 Vo:= m>4(w, sb) - HP (w,, s9) = batt" - t= Bw) = 18”? 

We get the following relationships: U, > C, (U, > 0, M > 0), (U, <0, M>0), (U, <0,M <0). 

I will use these relationships between the different variables mentioned above to prove 

theorems 1 - 6. 

Proof of Theorem 1 

If C>0, it implies that all other variables defined above are nonnegative. Then the set of 

equilibria is {(w,, wa), Ger sods (wy, sda), (sab, w),)}. We get, m>b(,, wp) - n1b(,ab, w,) = 

mu, s sha) - (sha; sod) = - pyr - egw S <0; (i=1,2). Therefore, announcing a wage after 

receiving specific information about applicants’ productivity is the weakly dominant strafégy. 

Proof of Theorem 2 

If C <0, U, > 0, and D > 0, then U, > 0 and M>N > 0. Therefore, the set of equilibria is 

{{(w,, 7), (w, w,)}, (sia; sod): (wp, sa), (s® gab w;,)}. There are two asymmetric equilibria in 
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the subgame Gbb, Assuming (w,, w,) is the equilibrium in the subgame Gbb we get the 

following inequalities. 

TPC, wy) - 19>(sB, wo) = a(7a!160!-64); IPP(wp, wy) - MP(wys 829) = og Tah 14a! 

34w) <0 

1 [ b 1>(u,, sP a) - ny (sea; sod) = - Tog 16m + 64w) = 11% (sab, Wh) - my (sta sod) <0 

So F, announces a wage after receiving specific information because it is the weakly dominant 

strategy. So the optimal strategy for F, is to announce a wage after receiving specific 

information about applicants’ productivity because the second inequality (above) is nonpositive. 

The result remains the same if (w,, w,) is the equilibrium in the subgame bb, O 

Proof of Theorem 3 

If C<0, Uz <0, and D=V, >0, then U; >0 and M>N=V,>0. In this case the set of 

equilibria is {{(w,, w,), (4), w,)}, (su seq). (wy; shay, (sab, w,)}. Assume (w,, w,) is the 

equilibrium in the subgame Gbb, 

mba, sb) - mi, , w,) = 0. 

113>(s2P , wy) - 134(s24, 524) = 1P8(u,,, sb) - 124/524, 524) = saan" - 5.132! - 21.33) <0. 

This is because, the term in the parenthesis is weakly less than c. By assumption C < 0 which 

implies that c < 0. So Fy announces a wage after receiving specific information about applicants’ 

productivity because it is the weakly dominant strategy. This means that F, will also announce 

a wage after receiving specific information about applicants’ productivity. O 

The proof is the same if we assume that (w,, w,,) is the equilibrium in the subgame Gbb, 

Proof of Theorem 4 

If C <0, D=V, <0,M>N=V,>0, U, >0>V,=D, U, > 0. then the set of equilibria is {(w,, 

Ww), (s84, sod) (wp, sb), (sab, w;,)}. So we get 

APP (wp, wy) - HPP(SAR, wy) = Mp P(wyy wy) - UP8 (wp, SP) = -(or" - 0.0625uy - 0.325) < 0 
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because the term in the parenthesis is weakly greater than m and M > 0 implies that m > 0. 

qbay.,, | gba) _ yaaa ~ 1964.) - 134(s24, s®4) = - ah (160! + 64w) < 0 1 \Wh» Sad 1 (st@> 83d 1d? Wh) ~ 2 ids Pad? ~ ~ T28 =" 

Hence, announcing a wage after receiving specific information about applicants’ productivity is 

the weakly dominant strategy for both the firms. Oo 

Proof of Theorem § 

(1) {(w,, ~)), {(sids 85 ed) (s@4, s84)}, (wu, sba), (sab , w,)} is the set of equilibria if the following 

conditions hold. 

(Gi)C < 0,D=V, <0,M>0> N=V2,U, 2 0,U, > 0, 

IV
 N=Vp, U, > 0, U, IA
 

S (ii)C < 0,D=V, < 0,M>0 

IV
 

=
 (iii) C < 0, D=V, < 0,M 0 IV
 

IV
 N=V,, U, < 0, U, 

(iv)C ¢ 0,D=V, < 0,M>0>N=V,,U, < 0,U, < 0. 

In this case we see that there are two symmetric equilibria in the subgame G2. Now, 

1} (s04, sod) - T14(sf2, s3@) = pat" - 8x! - 40w) < V,=N < 0. So in this subgame the 

two firms will choose the payoff dominant strategy (si Sod)" So announcing a low wage is the 

equilibrium strategy in all the subgames. Since the ex ante expected profit of the firms is the 

same when announcing a low wage is the equilibrium strategy in all the subgames, announcing a 

low wage before and after receiving specific information about applicants’ productivity are both 

equilibrium policies. 

(2) {(w,, w,), (s8@, s84), (w,, gba), (sab w,)} is the set of equilibria if the following conditions Cc? 

hold. 

The analysis is the same as in (1). a 
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